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This thesis consists of three parts.

The first part consists of a study of high-Reynolds number, homogeneous,

isotropic turbulence in wind tunnels which has been strained via an axi-symmetric

contraction. The effect of strain on the turbulence is studied by detailed hot-wire

measurements. The results are compared with Rapid Distortion Theory (RDT).

The return to isotropy of the strained turbulence is studied and compared with

Rotta’s linear theory. The effect of strain on intermittancy as well as the structure

of turbulence is also studied.

In the second part the experimental measurements of inertial particle La-

grangian accelerations are described. These are the first measurements of inertial

particle accelerations in a well documented high-Reynolds number wind-tunnel

flow. Using a high-speed camera which moves with the mean speed of the flow, in-

ertial particle trajectories are obtained. The trajectories are analyzed to obtain the

particle accelerations. The acceleration probability distribution functions (PDFs)

are compared with those of recent computer simulations.

The last part consists of an analysis of inertial particle motion in turbulent

flows. A new model called the Vortex model is proposed and used to study the

inertial particles in turbulent-like flows. Using this model, several mechanisms



through which attenuation of inertial particle accelerations may occur in real tur-

bulent flows are studied. We also compare the results of the Vortex model with

those of the DNS simulations of Bec et al. [J. Fluid Mech 550 (2006)]. The range

of applicability and shortcomings of stochastic acceleration models for inertial par-

ticle modeling are also discussed.

The results of this work have a wide range of applicability. The complex spectral

dynamics associated with relatively simple straining flow and subsequent relaxation

which is found in many engineering and natural flows is explored in detail. These

results can be used to build better models for strained flows. Inertial particle

accelerations are suspected to play major roles in determining rain drop formations,

particle agglomeration in industrial flows, pollutant transport and other related

phenomena. The modeling and experimental results will aid in developing more

accurate models of inertial particle dynamics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Turbulence has remained one of the greatest unsolved problems of classical physics.

The ubiquity and importance of turbulent flows need not be stressed. The equa-

tions governing fluid motion have been around since 1845, but surprisingly very

few quantitative predictions can be made about turbulent flows. The difficulty and

challenge posed by turbulence was well expressed by Horace Lamb. In an address

to the British Association for the Advancement of Science he reportedly said “I

am an old man now, and when I die and go to heaven there are two matters on

which I hope for enlightenment. One is quantum electrodynamics, and the other

is the turbulent motion of fluids. And about the former I am rather optimistic.”

The equation describing fluid motion is the Navier-Stokes equation. This equa-

tion has a been found to be extremely sensitive to initial and boundary conditions.

Small disturbance in the flow are known to grow large and order seems lost when a

flow is in the turbulent regime. Turbulence is characterised by random fluctuations

in velocity and pressure in time and space, multiplicity of scales of motion and fast

& efficient mixing. Due to the random nature of turbulence and extreme sensi-

tivity to initial conditions the goal of any turbulence study is not to predict the

exact velocity and pressure fields but to predict the values and trends of statistical

quantities.

An important parameter describing fluid flows is the Reynolds number, which

is a dimensionless number describing the relative effects of the inertia of the flow

and the friction (viscosity) acting on the flow. A high Reynolds number is typically

associated with turbulent flows (transition to turbulence from the smooth laminar

1
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flow in pipes occurs around a Reynolds number of 2000, although controlling the

conditions can delay the transition to turbulence). Experiments and simulations

at different Reynolds numbers yield sometimes surprising results. Universal trends

and behaviours have been eluding researchers for some time.

The celebrated and much investigated theories of turbulence are the Kolmogorov

(1941) theory of universal equilibrium (K41) and its subsequent modification the

refined similarity hypothesis of Kolmogorov (K62) [43]. Many short comings as

well as successes of these two theories are well documented in literature (see chap-

ter 6, Pope [54]). The long standing idea put forth by these theories is that at high

enough Reynolds numbers the small scales are universal and are not influenced

by the large scales. This has recently come under doubt. Small scale statistics

like small-scale anisotropy measures, fourth moment of the velocity derivative and

normalized acceleration variance have been found to exhibit dependence on large

scale forcing (see [69, 70, 71, 24] ). The goal of the first part of this work is to

analyse in detail axi-symmetrically strained turbulence where the mean strain is

used as a controlled large scale forcing. The effects of changing Reynolds num-

bers and the mean strain rate are studied. An Eulerian approach in taken in this

study. Eulerian approach involves measuring the statistical properties at one or

more fixed points in space. This approach is easy to formulate theoretically and

the measurements are relatively easy to perform.

In the second part we take a complimentary approach, a Lagrangian viewpoint.

The Lagrangian approach of following a fluid parcel as it moves is a natural ap-

proach to studying fluid motion but is harder to formulate theoretically. Recent

advances in experimental techniques have enabled some measurements to be done

in turbulent flows of high Reynolds number. The Lagrangian approach is a nat-
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ural framework to study the important phenomenon of mixing and transport in

turbulent flows. We look at inertial particle Lagrangian acceleration statistics in

well controlled laboratory turbulent flows. Vortex model, a new model is proposed

and used to understand the behaviour of inertial particles in turbulent flows.



Chapter 2

Nonlinear interactions in strained

axi-symmetric

high Reynolds number turbulence1

Abstract

We present measurements, over a wide range of Reynolds numbers (40 ≤ Rλ ≤

470), of grid generated turbulence subjected to axi-symmetric strain, and of the

subsequent evolution of the turbulence after the strain is released. The Reynolds

number was varied by the use of both passive and active grids and the strain

was produced by a 4:1 area change axi-symmetric contraction placed at various

distances from the grid. The time scale ratio of the turbulence to that of the

mean strain varied from approximately 10 to 30. The results show reasonable

agreement with (linear) Rapid Distortion Theory (RDT) for the velocity variances,

but contrary to linear theory, the strained longitudinal, u1, spectrum peaked at

significantly higher wave number than the transverse, u2, spectrum. The mismatch

in peaks increased with increasing Rλ and at the highest Reynolds number (Rλ =

470) the peak of the strained u1-spectrum occured at a wave number 200 times

greater than that of the u2-spectrum. As the flow relaxed toward isotropy after the

contraction, further evidence of the non-locality in the flow field became apparent,

with a second peak in the u2-spectrum emerging at a similar wave number to the

high frequency peak in the u1-spectrum. The strain also caused the longitudinal

1published in 2006 J. Fluid Mech. 566, 273-307.
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derivative skewness to change sign but as the flow evolved after the contraction

the derivative skewness returned to its typical value of -0.4. We also show that

single point turbulence models are inadequate to describe the relaxation of the

turbulence towards an isotropic state in the post contraction region.

2.1 Introduction

The way in which mean strain affects the structure of turbulence is of importance

in understanding environmental flows such as flow over water and hills [28, 6],

the flow in machinery and in wind tunnel contractions [22, 3, 80, 21], and the

flow over and around obstacles [25, 26, 27]. The subject is also of fundamental

interest since it highlights the interaction of various turbulence scales. Straining

generally distorts the large eddies more strongly than the small ones [31, 81] and

understanding the ensuing scale-scale interactions is central to understanding the

turbulence dynamics itself.

Early on [55, 77, 3] it was realized that if the mean strain is applied rapidly,

inertia and viscous forces arising from the turbulence may be neglected, and the

problem becomes linear. For this condition it may be assumed that the each spec-

tral mode is acted on equally by the suddenly applied strain, and that they evolve

independently (see below). For reviews of the linear theory, known as Rapid Distor-

tion Theory (RDT) see Savill [64] and Hunt & Carruthers [26]. The requirements

of RDT are stringent, and in any real flow the turbulence times scale is compa-

rable to that of the strain. Under these conditions non-linear effects may become

significant. Surprisingly there has been very little experimental work done on this

problem at high Reynolds numbers, where the effects of the strain are prevalent

over a large wave number range, but do not act uniformly on the various scales.
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Because the eddy time-scale decreases with decreasing scale size, the smaller eddies

respond “less rapidly” than the large ones. Under these conditions we may expect

complex interplay between the different scales.

Here we address perhaps the most classical of the turbulence strain experiments;

the flow of turbulence through an axi-symmetric contraction [3, 4]. For this flow

there are number of experimental studies [83, 52, 42, 82, 57, 88, 73, 11] and some

direct numerical simulations [35, 38]. Earlier, Ribner & Tucker [62] had calculated

the effects of axi-symmetric contraction on turbulence using RDT with an idealized

spectrum. With the exception of the recent work of Sjorgren & Johansson [73],

the Reynolds number of the turbulence subjected to the strain was low, generally

in the Taylor Reynolds number (Rλ, defined below) range of 50 or less. For these

low Reynolds numbers the spectrum falls off rapidly and the flow is dominated by

the energy containing eddies. There is little opportunity for spectral interaction

over an appreciable wave number range, and it is therefore not possible to examine

non-linear effects between various scales. In particular long range interactions are

precluded. It is the objective of the present work to address this issue by subjecting

nearly isotropic turbulence over a broad Reynolds number range (40 ≤ Rλ ≤ 470)

to axi-symmetric contraction. By systematically increasing the Reynolds number

we will show that the distorted flow departs more and more from linear theory

and at the highest Reynolds numbers there is a rich and complex interaction of

the various scales.

Apart from the problem of how the turbulence is affected by the mean strain,

there is another question that deserves attention in its own right: for an anisotropic

turbulence field, how does the flow relax back towards the isotropic state? In

particular information on the speed at which it occurs, and the route it takes, is
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required. There has been much work on this problem too [63, 34, 39, 20, 51, 61,

13, 29]. Here the emphasis has been on developing models, and these have relied

again on data from the low Reynolds number experiments cited above. In the

present work we will also examine the return to isotropy of the turbulence distorted

by the axi-symmetric contraction. Because, as we will show, the turbulence field

produced at the exit of the contraction is complex, we might expect that the return

to isotropy will not comply with simple theory or single point modeling. We will

show this to be the case.

2.2 Flow parameters and governing equations

2.2.1 Flow Parameters

The parameters which govern the behaviour of the strained turbulence are the

Taylor scale Reynolds number (Rλ ≡ 〈u2
1〉1/2λ/ν where u1 is the longitudinal fluc-

tuating velocity component and the angle brackets denote time averaging; λ is the

Taylor microscale = [〈U1〉2〈u2
1〉/〈(∂u1/∂t)2〉]1/2 (where 〈U1〉 is the mean velocity)

and ν is the kinematic viscosity), the initial anisotropy and the time scale ratio of

the imposed strain rate to that of the turbulence (to be defined below).

The total strain in the longitudinal direction, c, is defined as [36, 54],

c ≡ exp

[
∫ b

a

∂〈U1〉
∂x1

dt

]

(2.1)

where subscript a and b denote measurement stations before and after the contrac-

tion (figure 2.1).

Due to the symmetry, ∂〈U1〉
∂x2

= ∂〈U1〉
∂x3

= 0 and hence, d〈U1〉

dx1
= ∂〈U1〉

∂x1
. Also,

dt = dx1/〈U1〉. Substituting these simplifications into Eq. 2.1 there results
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the experimental setup. Two different pre-contraction
sections were used (see text). Active and passive grids were used to vary the
Reynolds numbers. a and b are the immediate pre- and post-contraction regions
respectively. e is the furthest downstream distance location, 153 cm from the end
of the contraction.

c =
〈U1b

〉
〈U1a〉

. (2.2)

Similarly it can be shown that the total strain in the x2 and the x3 directions

is 1/
√

c for the axi-symmetric case.

We define a non-dimensional time scale ratio,

S∗ ≡ 2Sk/〈ε〉 (2.3)

where, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, (k ≡ 1
2
(〈u2

1〉 + 2〈u2
2〉) where, u2 is the

transverse velocity fluctuation and the flow is axisymmetric (u2 = u3, where u3 is

the transverse component orthogonal to u2)), 〈ε〉 is the mean turbulent dissipation

rate (determined before the contraction by the expression 15 (ν/〈U1〉2) 〈(∂u1/∂t)2〉,

and S the strain rate defined by

S ≡
√

SijSij/2 (2.4)

where Sij are the components of the second order strain rate tensor [38].
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Clearly the quantity S is not constant through the contraction but changes due

to energy decay as well as the varying strain. In order to parameterize the effect

of the contraction we define a strain rate S as,

S =

√
3

2

〈U1a〉
D

( 〈U1b
〉

〈U1a〉
− 1

)

(2.5)

where, D is the length of the contraction. This is obtained using Eq. 2.4 and

by linearizing the strain rate for our geometry. It uniquely determines the relative

rapidness of the distortion of our flow. Further, we define a non-dimensional mean

strain S
∗

by substituting Eq. 2.5 in Eq. 2.3. With k/〈ε〉 measured at station a,

we will use S
∗

to compare the various flows studied here.

2.2.2 Equations governing the distortion

For incompressible homogeneous turbulent flows, the velocity fluctuations evolve

as

Duj

Dt
= −ui

∂〈Uj〉
∂xi

− ui
∂uj

∂xi
+ ν∇2uj −

1

ρ

∂p′

∂xj
(2.6)

where the operator D/Dt is the material derivative following the mean flow.

The Poisson equation for the fluctuating pressure p′ = p(r) + p(s) + p(h), (where

p(r) is the rapid pressure component related to mean velocity gradients, p(s) is the

slow pressure component related to fluctuating velocity gradient and p(h) is the

homogeneous pressure component which is a solution to the Laplace equation and

satisfies the boundary conditions for pressure; see Pope [54]), may be written as

1

ρ
∇2
(

p(r) + p(s) + p(h)
)

= −2
∂〈Ui〉
∂xj

∂uj

∂xi
− ∂2uiuj

∂xi∂xj
. (2.7)
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The equation for fluctuating vorticity with irrotational mean flow is

Dωj

Dt
= ωi

∂〈Uj〉
∂xi

+ ν∇2ωj −
[

uk
∂ωj

∂xk
−
〈

uk
∂ωj

∂xk

〉]

+

[

ωk
∂uj

∂xk
−
〈

ωk
∂uj

∂xk

〉]

. (2.8)

Under the RDT assumption, where the turbulent inertial and viscous terms are

neglected, the above equations simplify to

Duj

Dt
= −ui

∂〈Uj〉
∂xi

− 1

ρ

∂p(r)

∂xj
(2.9)

1

ρ
∇2p(r) = −2

∂〈Ui〉
∂xj

∂uj

∂xi
(2.10)

Dωj

Dt
= ωi

∂〈Uj〉
∂xi

. (2.11)

For this case it can be shown that the final state after the distortion depends

only on the total amount of strain and geometry of strain. Here, the Fourier

modes evolve independently (see Ribner & Tucker [62] and Pope [54] for detailed

proofs). Hence, the energy spectrum tensor components after the distortion can

be explicitly obtained as a function of total distortion (here the distortion is axi-

symmetric and irrotational and is uniquely identified by c) and the initial spectrum

[3, 62, 35, 38, 36]. From the energy spectrum tensor components one can obtain

the Reynolds stresses, and the energy and dissipation spectra. For our flow c = 4

and RDT yields 〈u2
2b
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2 = 0.45, 〈u2

1b
〉1/2/〈u2

1a
〉1/2 = 1.75 and kb/ka = 1.27.

For the rapid distortion assumption to strictly hold for a given flow, the flow

must satisfy the condition Sτη >> 1, where τη (≡ (〈ε〉/ν)1/2 where ν is the kine-

matic viscosity) is the Kolmogorov time scale. This condition implies that the

distortion is rapid even when compared to the smallest scales (which are the rapi-

dest scales present in the turbulent flow field). A weaker condition is that S∗ >> 1.
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Even this second condition is apparently difficult to meet. For the flow presented

here S∗ ∼ 10, and to have a flow for which S∗ ∼ 104, say, the contraction would

have to be so short (a few millimeters), such that there would be secondary flows

or other adverse effects. Thus we must see the distortion as acting in a modulated

way on the various scales of a flow when the Rλ is sufficiently high so that there

is a broad spectrum.

Returning to the full equation for uj (Eq. 2.6), we may obtain transport equa-

tion for velocity variances (〈uiuj〉),

D〈uiuj〉
Dt

= Pij + Rij − εij −
∂

∂xk
Tkij (2.12)

where Pij is the production term, Rij is the redistribution term, εij is the

viscous dissipation term and Tkij is Reynolds stress flux term. These terms are

defined in the following way

Pij = −〈uiuk〉
∂〈Uj〉
∂xk

+ 〈ujuk〉
∂〈Ui〉
∂xk

(2.13)

Rij =

〈

p′

ρ

(

∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)〉

(2.14)

εij = 2ν

〈

∂ui

∂xk

∂uj

∂xk

〉

(2.15)

Tkij = T
(u)
kij + T

(p)
kij + T

(ν)
kij (2.16)

where T
(u)
kij ≡ 〈uiujuk〉, T

(p)
kij ≡ 1

ρ
〈uip

′〉δjk + 1
ρ
〈ujp

′〉δik and T
(ν)
kij ≡ −ν

∂〈uiuj〉

∂xk
.

Further, the following incompressible relationships for the flow through the

contraction can be used to simplify the above relations,

∂〈U1〉
∂x1

= −1

2

∂〈U2〉
∂x1

= −1

2

∂〈U3〉
∂x1

(2.17)
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∂〈Ui〉
∂xj

= 0 for j 6= i (2.18)

The whole flow field is homogenous in the transverse directions before and after

the contraction and in the contraction. Due to symmetry 〈uiuj〉 = 0 for i 6= j and

〈u2
2〉 = 〈u2

3〉.

Using Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18 and the symmetry conditions, the variance transport

equations in the contraction become

D

Dt
〈u2

1〉 = −2〈u2
1〉

∂〈U1〉
∂x1

− 2ν

〈

∂u1

∂xk

∂u1

∂xk

〉

− 2

ρ

〈

u1
∂p′

∂x1

〉

− ∂

∂xk
〈u2

1uk〉 + ν
∂2〈u2

1〉
∂xk∂xk

(2.19)

D

Dt
〈u2

2〉 = 〈u2
2〉

∂〈U1〉
∂x1

− 2ν

〈

∂u2

∂xk

∂u2

∂xk

〉

− 2

ρ

〈

u2
∂p′

∂x2

〉

− ∂

∂xk

〈u2
2uk〉 + ν

∂2〈u2
2〉

∂xk∂xk

.

(2.20)

The equation for 〈u2
3〉 is identical to Eq. 2.20 but with the index 2 replaced

by 3. The dominant effect on the variances is due to the mean strain. In the

axi-symmetric contraction the mean strain rate in the x1 direction (∂〈U1〉/∂x1) is

positive and hence, due to the net negative sign of the first term on the RHS of Eq.

2.19, the variance, 〈u2
1〉, decreases with evolution time. Similarly due to the net

positive sign of the mean strain term in Eq. 2.20 and the corresponding equation

〈u2
3〉, these variances increase with evolution time.

The turbulent kinetic energy equation (half the sum of 〈u2
1〉, 〈u2

2〉 (Eqs. 2.19

and 2.20) and the corresponding 〈u2
3〉 equation) is
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Dk

Dt
=
[

〈u2
2〉 − 〈u2

1〉
] ∂〈U1〉

∂x1
−ν

〈

∂ui

∂xk

∂ui

∂xk

〉

−1

2

∂

∂xk
〈uiuiuk〉−

1

ρ

〈

ui
∂p′

∂xi

〉

+
ν

2

∂2〈uiui〉
∂xk∂xk

.

(2.21)

The first term in the RHS of Eq. 2.21, which is the effect of the mean strain of

the turbulent kinetic energy, is positive indicating an increase in net kinetic energy

due to the effect of contraction.

Below we will be comparing our measurements with linear theory (RDT) We

are aware that RDT calls for strict homogeniety in the applied strain [36, 54].

Here we use it as a framework in which to report our measurements. In order to

determine the strained spectra we use a procedure similar to Ribner & Tucker [62]

(see also [38, 36]). We model the initial energy spectrum function (E(κ)) according

to Pope [54] as

E(κ) = C〈ε〉2/3κ−5/3fℓ(κℓ)fη(κη) (2.22)

where,

fℓ(κℓ) =

(

κℓ

[(κℓ)2 + cℓ]
1/2

)11/3

& fη(κη) = exp{−β{[(κη)4 + c4
η]

1/4 − cη}} (2.23)

and κ is the magnitude of the wave-number vector κ ≡ κiêi. The Kolmogorov

constant, C, is taken to be 1.5 and the model constant β is taken to be 5.2 [54].

The two model constants cℓ and cη are determined from the experimental data as

are ℓ (the integral length scale) and η (the Kolmogorov length scale).

By definition for an isotropic turbulent field the energy spectrum function and

energy spectrum tensor components are related by

Φij(κ) =
E(κ)

4πκ2

(

δij −
κiκj

κ2

)

. (2.24)
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The one-dimensional energy spectra, which can be measured using hot-wire

anemometry and Taylor’s hypothesis, is related to the energy spectrum tensor

components as,

Eij(κ1) = 2

∫ ∫ ∞

−∞

Φij(κ)dκ2dκ3. (2.25)

The distorted energy spectrum tensor components (starred quantities, below)

for an axi-symmetric contraction can be derived from the expressions given in Lee

[36] (see also [35, 38, 37]) and the use of Eqns. 2.1, 2.2, 2.17 and 2.18 as

Φ∗
11(κ

∗) =
E(κ)

4πc2

κ2
2 + κ2

3
(

1
c3

κ2
1 + κ2

2 + κ2
3

)2 (2.26)

Φ∗
22(κ

∗) =
E(κ)

4π

c
(

1
c3

κ2
1 + κ2

2 + κ2
3

)2

[

(

1

c3
κ1

)2

+ κ2
3 −

(

1 − 1
c3

)

κ2
1κ

2
3

κ2
1 + κ2

2 + κ2
3

]

(2.27)

where the distorted wave-number vector κ∗ is related to the wave-number vector

κ in the following way,

κ∗ =
κ1

c
ê1 + c1/2κ2ê2 + c1/2κ3ê3. (2.28)

To calculate the distorted one-dimensional spectra the following relationship is

used

E∗
ij(κ1) =

2

c

∫ ∫ ∞

−∞

Φ∗
ij(κ

∗)dκ∗
2dκ∗

3. (2.29)

where κ1 is the wave number in the pre-contraction section.

In the work below whenever we compare the pre-contraction and post-contraction

spectra, the distorted one-dimensional energy spectra have been normalized such

that they share the same wave-number space as the original one-dimensional en-

ergy spectra. Hence when the one-dimensional spectra are obtained experimentally

the local wave-number space needs to be stretched out by a factor c, and corre-

spondingly the spectra, by a factor of 1/c.
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The model has two unknown constants, cℓ and cη and they are determined from

the measurements of the kinetic energy, dissipation rate, integral length scale and

the Kolmogorov length scale. These flow quantities are calculated using only the

measurements of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations (u1) at the measurement

station a (figure 2.1). The model constants are then used to obtain an initial three

dimensional velocity spectrum function. Using the RDT relationships between the

spectrum functions and the above obtained isotropic model spectrum function, the

distorted three dimensional spectrum function is then computed. This is used to

obtain the u1 one dimensional distorted spectrum, E∗
11(κ1). A similar procedure,

based only on transverse fluctuation measurements (u2) as input to the model

spectrum, is followed to obtain the u2 one dimensional distorted spectrum function,

E∗
22(κ1), using the isotropic flow quantities . We have verified that this method,

in which the u1 and u2 distorted spectra are independently estimated from their

respective pre-contraction parameters, gives qualitatively similar results to a true

isotropic calculation.

Using equations 2.22, 2.26 and 2.27 and the following relationship between the

longitudinal derivatives of velocity fluctutations and one-dimensional spectra

〈

(

∂u1

∂x1

)2
〉

=

∫ ∞

0

κ2
1E

∗
11(κ1)dκ1 (2.30)

〈

(

∂u2

∂x1

)2
〉

=

∫ ∞

0

κ2
1E

∗
22(κ1)dκ1, (2.31)

the small scale anisotropy ratio,

〈

(

∂u2

∂x1

)2
〉

/

〈

(

∂u1

∂x1

)2
〉

(which has a value of

2 for isotropic turbulence), can be calculated for this axi-symmetric distortion to

be around 7. (This value is slightly dependent on the form of the model spectrum

in the dissipation range.)
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2.2.3 The Equations governing the return to isotropy.

For the post contraction region, between stations b and e (figure 2.1) the flow is

decaying homogeneous anisotropic turbulence. The variance of turbulent velocity

fluctuations evolve according to

d

dt
〈uiuj〉 = R(s)

ij − εij, (2.32)

R(s)
ij ≡

〈

p(s)

ρ

(

∂ui

∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)〉

(2.33)

εij ≡ 2ν

〈

∂ui

∂xk

∂ui

∂xk

〉

(2.34)

1

ρ
∇2p(s) = −2

∂2

∂xi∂xj

(uiuj − 〈uiuj〉) (2.35)

where R(s)
ij is the slow pressure-rate-of-strain tensor [54]. For high Reynolds

number flows where the small scales are locally isotropic (we will show below that

after the contraction the small scales quickly become isotropic) the dissipation

term (εij) can be approximated as,

εij =
2

3
〈ε〉 δij . (2.36)

For the study of return to isotropy [54] it is convenient look at normalized

anisotropy tensor (bij) defined as

bij ≡
〈uiuj〉

2k
− 1

3
δij (2.37)

Hence, Eq. 2.32 can be rewritten using Eqs. 2.36 and 2.37 as

d

dt
bij =

〈ǫ〉
k

(

bij +
R(s)

ij

2〈ε〉

)

(2.38)

The linear model for R(s)
ij proposed by Rotta [63] is
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R(s)
ij = −2CR〈ε〉bij (2.39)

where CR is a constant.

By introducing a non-dimensional time co-ordinate s, (ds ≡ 〈ε〉
k

dt), Eq. 2.38

simplifies to,

d

ds
bij = −(CR − 1)bij . (2.40)

From Eq. 2.40 it follows that the normalized anisotropy ratios, bij , follow an

exponential path to isotropy. We will show that this model is inadequate, since

CR is not constant but varies with initial conditions. Even for a specific flow CR

is found to vary as the flow evolves. A more general model would involve a non-

linear return to isotropy, i.e, the return to isotropy would depend on quantities like

bikbkj , bikbklblj etc. We will show below that the models which rely on single point

description of the state of turbulence are inadequate to describe our high Reynolds

number experiments. Our results suggest that any model which does not take into

account the complete spectral state of the turbulence will also be inadequate.

2.3 Apparatus

Measurements were performed in the low background-turbulence open-circuit square

section (40.7 × 40.7 cm2) wind-tunnel (figure 2.1) described in Sirivat & Warhaft

[72] (see also Warhaft [88]). Various passive and active grids were used to generate

turbulence over a large Reynolds number range. The mesh lengths for the passive

grids were 2.54 cm and 5.08 cm. The active grid had a mesh length of 5.08 cm

and was operated both in synchronous and random modes [46]. First described
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by Makita [40], the grid has triangular agitator wings on each grid mesh. The

bars are rotated and the direction of rotation is randomly switched, resulting in a

flapping motion. The motion of these wings enhances both the integral scale and

turbulence intensity. The Reynolds number was varied from 100 to 470 with the

the active grid and from 40 to 100 with the passive grids. For both grid types the

variation was caused by changing the mean wind speed.

Hot-wire anemometry was employed to measure velocity fluctuations. Simul-

taneous u1 and u2 fluctuations were measured using X-wire array. The wires were

3.05 µm in diameter and made of tungsten. The length to diameter ratio was about

200. The probes were connected to Dantec 55M01 constant temperature bridges

and were operated at an overheat ratio of 1.8. The signals were high pass filtered

(typically less that 0.01 Hz) to eliminate low frequency noise and low pass fil-

tered to eliminate high frequency noise. The data was digitized using a 12bit A/D

converter and typically 107 samples were taken. Further details of experimental

procedure can be found in Mydralski & Warhaft [46, 48].

An axi-symmetric contraction of fixed 4:1 area ratio was used to produce the

axi-symmetric distortion [88]. The contraction was 20.3 cm long and was placed

at two distances, nominally 100 cm and 200 cm (the exact distances vary slightly

with the grid used; see Table 2.1 caption) from the grid. These are referred to

from here on as short pre-contraction and long pre-contraction. The contraction

profile was a seventh order polynomial which can be uniquely determined using

the constraints of zero slope, curvature and third derivatives at the end points and

halving of the width along the length of the contraction (see Warhaft [88]. Figure

2.2a shows the mean velocity profiles for 2.54 cm mesh length passive grid with

the short pre-contraction (Rλ = 44) and for the active grid in the random mode
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Figure 2.2: (a) The variation of mean velocity in the contraction for two typical
cases, (b) The variation of strain rate in the contraction. Squares, Rλ = 44; 2.54
cm mesh passive grid, short pre-contraction and circles, Rλ = 260; 5.08 cm mesh
active grid random mode, long pre-contraction. The solid line are scaled error
function fits to the data. The vertical lines are the location of the contraction.
The abscissa is downstream distance measured from the contraction.

with the long pre-contraction (Rλ = 260). The fits are scaled error functions. Note

the variation in mean velocity in the post and pre contraction region. Figure 2.2b

shows the derivative of the mean profile, ∂〈U1〉/∂x1, i.e., the variation of strain

rate in the contraction.

Earlier in the course of measurements the presence of an acoustic mode was

detected in all the pre-contraction data for the short pre-contraction lengths. This

acoustic mode was dominant at the low wave number region of the spectrum in all

the active grid runs, but was weaker in the passive grid experiments. In order to

eliminate the effect of the acoustic mode on the flow, the longer pre-contraction was

built (figure 2.1). It was found that the acoustic mode lost most of its energy after

this modification. figure 2.3 shows the one-dimensional energy spectrum of the

longitudinal velocity component for the short and long pre-contraction lengths for

the active grid (random mode) where the acoustic problem was most severe. The
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Table 2.1: Various initial flow parameters for: (a) passive grids; mesh length M
of 2.54 cm and 5.08 cm and (b) active grid; mesh length 5.08 cm. The short and
the long pre-contraction lengths for the passive grid were 94.25 cm and 201.9 cm
respectively. The short and the long pre-contraction lengths for the active grid
were 102.9 cm and 209.8 cm respectively (see figure 2.1. Subscript a, above, refers

to pre-contraction position). Here, ℓ ≡ 〈u2
1〉3/2/〈ε〉 and η ≡ (ν3/〈ε〉)1/4

. A number
of experiments were done at various speeds for each grid configuration. Here we
only list the minimum and maximum speeds.

(a) Passive, M = 2.54cm Passive, M = 5.08cm
Short Short Long

Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ

Rλa 38.2 43.8 47.3 72 34.9 52.1
xa/M 29.5 29.5 14.8 14.8 38.8 38.8
〈U1a 〉(m/s) 3.43 5.18 2.40 4.81 2.47 4.80
〈u2

1a
〉1/2

〈U1a 〉
(%) 3.36 3.32 5.94 6.19 2.53 2.70

〈u2

1a
〉1/2

〈u2

2a
〉1/2

1.14 1.05 1.06 1.00 1.00 0.97

ℓa(cm) 1.26 1.11 1.57 1.74 1.95 2.09
λa(mm) 4.97 3.82 4.98 3.62 8.38 6.02
ηa(mm) 0.408 0.293 0.368 0.217 0.720 0.424
〈ǫa〉(m2/sec3) 0.121 0.459 0.183 1.53 0.0125 0.104
˙

(∂u2/∂x)2
¸

˙

(∂u1/∂x)2
¸ 1.74 1.85 1.70 1.95 1.73 1.87

(b) Active, Synchronous Active, Random
Short Short Long

Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ

Rλa 98.5 169.0 275 470 156 278
xa/M 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2 38.3 38.3
〈U1a 〉(m/s) 2.10 4.37 2.38 4.76 2.34 4.74
〈u2

1a
〉1/2

〈U1a 〉
(%) 12.0 12.8 22.3 25.2 12.2 13.6

〈u2

1a
〉1/2

〈u2

2a
〉1/2

1.34 1.34 1.52 1.63 1.20 1.26

ℓa(cm) 3.86 5.13 14.2 18.3 8.60 12.0
λa(mm) 5.88 4.55 7.76 5.86 8.24 6.47
ηa(mm) 0.301 0.178 0.238 0.137 0.335 0.197
〈ǫa〉(m2/sec3) 0.41 3.38 1.05 9.46 0.268 2.23
˙

(∂u2/∂x)2
¸

˙

(∂u1/∂x)2
¸ 1.58 1.83 1.49 1.75 1.65 1.85
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Figure 2.3: Noise comparision; solid black line, random grid with the short initial
test section (RS), Rλa = 280; dashed grey line, random grid with the long initial
test section (RL), Rλa = 160. Inset shows the spectra multiplied by κ1. The slopes
of the spectra are approximately -1.51.
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spectra have been scaled to match in the inertial range. (Note that their slope is

less than -5/3. This is a Reynolds number effect [46].) The inset of figure 2.3 shows

the κ1 times the energy spectra, which shows the energy per bandwidth in wave

number space. The acoustic peak is almost negligible for the long pre-contraction

case. Although highly pronounced, we shall show below that the acoustic mode

does not affect the post contraction results significantly by comparing results from

the short and long pre-contraction length runs.

Table 2.1 summarizes some typical flow conditions and characteristic values at

measurement station a, before the contraction (figure 2.1).

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Parameter variation

As discussed in section 2, for the particular contraction geometry used, our flow is

uniquely parameterized by S
∗
, Rλa and the initial anisotropy 〈u2

1a
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2. fig-

ure 2.4a, shows the variation of S
∗

and Rλa for the various flow conditions of Table

1. (Subscript a, indicates the measurement station just before the contraction 2.)

The parameters were varied by using the different grids, different pre-contraction

lengths and different mean speeds. The variation of S
∗

with initial variance an-

siotropy (〈u2
1a
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2) is shown in figure 2.4b.

From figures 2.4a and 2.4b we can see presence of two distinct groups in the

parameter space; a moderate strain group comprising of measurements done in

2
For some cases (1PS, 2PS, SS and RS; figure 2.4) the measurement station a was as much as 25 cm before

the contraction (see figure 2.6 below for typical measurement positions). We note that in the immediate pre-
contraction region the flow speeds up and the variances increase. Ideally the position a should be just before
this region, which changes as a function of flow conditions. Because of the fixed location of the measuring ports
we were unable to make fine adjustments of position a for each experiment. In the figures to follow we compare
extrapolated measurements of various variance ratios with those actually measured upstream of the contraction.
Errors due to the inexact upstream location will be discussed.
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Figure 2.4: Variation of S
∗

as a function of (a) Rλa and (b) initial pre-contraction
anisotropy: ◦ 2.54 cm passive grid, short pre-contraction (1PS); 2 5.08 cm passive
grid, short pre-contraction (2PS); ⋄ active grid, synchronous mode , short pre-
contraction (SS); △ active grid, random mode, short pre-contraction (RS); × 5.08
cm passive grid, long pre-contraction (2PL); + active grid, random mode, long
pre-contraction (RL).

the short pre-contraction and a higher strain rate group done with the long pre-

contraction. The lower strain rate group spans an Rλa range of 40 to 470 with S
∗

changing from 10 to 15, and the higher strain rate group spans a smaller Reynolds

number range: Rλa varies from 40 to 300 with S
∗

varying between 20 to 35. The

lower strain rate group has some variation in initial anisotropy while the higher

strain rate group is nearly isotropic. For a particular grid and pre-contraction

length S
∗

increases with Rλa , but no clear dependence of S
∗

on initial isotropy is

observed (figure 2.4b).

2.4.2 Effect of Strain

Within the contraction there is a variation in strain rate (figure 2.2b). This,

coupled with the change in turbulence quantities as they evolve in the contraction
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Figure 2.5: Normalized strain rate as a function of the downstream distance mea-
sured from the contraction. Open symbols, S∗ and filled symbols, Sτη. Squares,
Rλ = 44; 2.54 cm mesh passive grid, short pre-contraction and circles, Rλ = 260;
5.08 cm mesh active grid random mode, long pre-contraction. The vertical lines
are the location of the contraction.
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causes a variation in S∗ (Eq. 2.3). Figure 2.5 shows S∗ in the contraction for

Rλ = 44, passive grid, and Rλ = 260, active grid. For both cases S∗ varies from

10 to 100. Although there is approximately an order of magnitude variation, its

value remains in an intermediate range, far from the rapid limit (S∗ << ∞). The

combination of the inhomogenity as well as the intermediate value of S∗ strictly

precludes the use of the form of the RDT as employed here. Our objective is to use

this theory as a reference framework only. The strain rate when normalized with

small time scales (Sτη, figure 2.5) was also determined. Notice the large difference,

of two orders or more in magnitude, between S∗ and Sτη indicating that the strain

effects on the large and small scales are vastly different. It is this difference, rather

than the relatively weak variation in the strain rate, that we believe gives rise to

the interesting dynamics to be discussed below.

Figure 2.6 shows the change in root mean square velocity fluctuations as a

function of downstream distance (x1), normalized by 〈U1a〉 for various represen-

tative cases (Table 2.1). The strain causes the longitundinal (x1-direction) root

mean squared velocity fluctuations (〈u2
1〉1/2) to be supressed and transverse (x2x2-

direction) rms velocity fluctuations (〈u2
2〉1/2) to be amplified [83, 42, 88]. The

various pre and post contraction parameters are listed Table 2.2. From figure 2.6

it can be determined that the pre-contraction ratio 〈u2
1a
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2 varies from

the isotropic value of unity (figure 2.6b) to about 1.7 (figure 2.6f) (see also figure

2.7c to follow). We will examine the consequences of this below. Also note that

for these plots, (plotted using dimensional downstream distances), the slow return

to isotropy for the passive grids at low Reynolds numbers (figures 6a, b and c)

compared with the higher Reynolds number active grids (figures 6d,e and f). We

will present normalized data below.
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Figure 2.6: Variation of 〈u2
1〉1/2/〈U1a〉(%) (×) and 〈u2

2〉1/2/〈U1a〉(%) (+) with down-
stream distance x (cm): (a) 2.54 cm passive grid, short pre-contraction (1PS),
Rλa = 44; (b) 5.08 cm passive grid, short pre-contraction (2PS), Rλa = 72; (c)
5.08 cm passive grid, long pre-contraction (2PL), Rλa = 52; (d) active grid, syn-
chronous mode, short pre-contraction (SS), Rλa = 170; (e) active grid, random
mode, long pre-contraction (RL), Rλa = 277; (f) active grid, random mode, short
pre-contraction (RS), Rλa = 470. Vertical lines represent the location of the con-
traction.
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: (a) as a function of S
∗
, (b) as a function of Rλa and (c) as a

function of initial pre-contraction anisotropy. Subscripts a and b refer to the pre
and post contraction regions respectively. The grey symbols are extrapolations of
the pre-contraction variances to the immediate pre-contraction region (see text).
The black symbols are from the actual measurements. The horizontal line are the
RDT predictions for an initial isotropic spectrum. Same symbols as figure 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Various flow parameters and post to pre contraction ratios: (a) passive
grids (b) active grids. The post- to pre-contraction velocity ratio was 4. Here

〈ǫ′b〉 ≡ 5ν
(

〈

(∂u1b
/∂x)2〉+

〈

(

∂u2
2b

/∂x
)2
〉)

and ℓ′b ≡
(

1
3

〈

u2
1b

〉

+ 2
3

〈

u2
2b

〉)3/2
/〈ǫ′b〉.

Sub-script b refers to the immediate post contraction region (Fig. 1).

Passive, M=2.54cm Passive, M=5.08cm
(a) Short Short Long

Pre-Contraction Pre-Contraction Pre-Contraction
Min R′

λ Max R′
λ Min R′

λ Max R′
λ Min R′

λ Max R′
λ

R′
λb

133 159 179 224 173 226

S
∗

7.28 7.12 6.33 7.02 17.4 18.9

〈u2
1b
〉1/2/〈U1b

〉(%) 0.400 0.400 0.586 0.617 0.379 0.379

〈u2
1b
〉1/2/〈u2

1a
〉1/2 0.487 0.489 0.445 0.440 0.612 0.586

〈u2
2b
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2 1.31 1.24 1.29 1.17 1.56 1.49

kb(m
2/sec2) 0.0192 0.0452 0.0318 0.130 0.0102 0.0427

ℓ′b(cm) 15.6 14.5 22.0 17.1 36.3 30.2
〈ǫ′b〉(m

2/sec3) 0.0093 0.0362 0.0140 0.148 0.0154 0.0159
˙

(∂u2b
/∂x)2

¸

˙

(∂u1b
/∂x)2

¸ 3.09 2.63 2.82 2.29 4.26 3.12

Active, Synchronous Active, Random
(b) Short Short Long

Pre-Contraction Pre-Contraction Pre-Contraction
Min R′

λ Max R′
λ Min R′

λ Max R′
λ Min R′

λ Max R′
λ

R′
λb

202 254 289 372 327 412

S
∗

6.04 7.31 8.85 9.92 29.3 15.8

〈u2
1b
〉1/2/〈U1b

〉(%) 1.08 1.07 2.19 2.38 1.50 1.68

〈u2
1b
〉1/2/〈u2

1a
〉1/2 0.416 0.377 0.395 0.392 0.504 0.510

〈u2
2b
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2 1.38 1.28 1.43 1.38 1.48 1.42

kb(m
2/sec2) 0.0732 0.310 0.27 1.137 0.260 0.539

ℓ′b(cm) 18.6 14.2 19.7 15.9 35.7 27.3
〈ǫ′b〉(m

2/sec3) 0.058 0.659 0.388 4.15 0.0756 0.884
˙

(∂u2b
/∂x)2

¸

˙

(∂u1b
/∂x)2

¸ 2.18 2.02 1.94 1.99 2.14 2.04
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Table 2.3: Skewness and Kurtosis of velocity derivatives (a) Passive Grids (b)
Active Grids. Short and long refer to the pre-contraction lengths

Passive, M = 2.54cm Passive, M = 5.08cm
(a) Short Short Long

Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ

Rλa 38.2 43.8 47.3 72 34.9 52.1
a −S ∂u1

∂x1

0.44 0.41 0.46 0.40 0.47 0.44

b −S ∂u1

∂x1

-0.014 -0.07 -0.13 -0.13 0.11 -0.08

a K ∂u1

∂x1

4.01 4.05 4.30 4.48 4.21 4.40

b K ∂u1

∂x1

5.14 5.20 6.07 5.83 5.28 6.30

a K ∂u1

∂x1

4.92 4.94 5.40 5.55 5.32 5.62

b K ∂u1

∂x1

5.39 5.61 6.46 6.70 5.28 6.34

Synchronous Mode Random Mode
(b) Short Short Long

Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ Min Rλ Max Rλ

Rλa 98.5 169.0 275 470 156 278
a −S ∂u1

∂x1

0.46 0.42 0.53 0.44 0.52 0.47

b −S ∂u1

∂x1

-0.25 -0.18 -0.04 0.03 -0.24 -0.11

a K ∂u1

∂x1

5.19 5.69 8.69 9.28 7.63 8.66

b K ∂u1

∂x1

10.7 8.79 11.4 10.4 15.1 13.5

a K ∂u1

∂x1

6.57 6.92 10.7 10.8 10.2 10.9

b K ∂u1

∂x1

12.6 12.2 18.3 14.5 19.9 18.8
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In figure 2.7a the ratio of rms velocity fluctuations before and after the con-

traction for the longitudinal fluctuations, u1, and transverse fluctuations, u2, as a

function of S
∗

are shown (See Table 2.2 for representative values). These ratios

are also plotted as functions of Rλa and initial anisotropy in figure 2.7b and 2.7c

respectively. The transverse rms ratio is around 1.5 and the longitudinal ratio is

around 0.5 (with a possible weak dependence on S
∗
). The ratios 〈u2

2b
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2

and 〈u2
1b
〉1/2/〈u2

1a
〉1/2 appear to be independent of Rλa and the initial anisotropy

〈u2
1a
〉1/2/〈u2

2a
〉1/2, except perhaps for Rλa ≤ 100. The straight lines in the figure are

the RDT limits of 1.75 and 0.45 for an initial isotropic spectrum [62]. Evidently

the longitudinal rms fluctuation ratio agrees well with the RDT prediction. The

agreement for the transverse prediction is less good, particularly for the low strain

high Reynolds number experiments, the case where we might expect the largest

departure. As footnoted above, some of the pre-contraction measurements were

made relatively far upstream of the physical contraction. In figures 2.7a, b and

c we have extrapolated these to the immediate pre-contraction region, and the

results compare better with RDT.

Figure 2.8 shows a plot of the small scale post contraction (station b) anisotropy,
〈

(

∂u2b

∂x1

)2
〉

/

〈

(

∂u1b

∂x1

)2
〉

, as a function of pre-contraction Reynolds number (Rλa).

The inset shows the small scale pre-contraction anisotropy ratio at station a. It

is close to the isotropic value of 2 for all cases. After the flow emerges from the

contraction, if the Reynolds number of the turbulence entering the contraction

is high, the effect of the strain on the small scale isotropy is small. Thus for

Rλa ≥ 150, the post contraction small scale ratio is at the isotropic value of 2. The

preferential effect of the strain on the large scales is due to the non-rapidness of

the distortion and the profound consequences for the future evolution of the flow
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Figure 2.9: Variation of R′
λb

/Rλa (see text) with Rλa . See figure 2.2 for symbols.

will be examined in the second part of the study. If the strain were instantaneous

(rapid distortion) the small scale derivative variance ratio would be approximately

7 for c = 4 (the exact value is slightly dependent on the form of the dissipation

spectrum). The maximum value obtained in this experiment is 4.25 (figure 2.8).

In these experiments we achieved comparatively greater variation in Rλ than in S
∗

but presumably if we could effect a larger variation in S
∗

we would find comparable

differences in the response of the large and small scales to the strain rate, for a

fixed Reynolds number.
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Figure 2.9 shows the effect of the strain on the post-contraction Reynolds num-

ber. Because the anisotropy produced by the strain can affect the dissipation scales,

a definition of Taylor Reynolds number (Rλ) which incorporates both the x1 and

x2 directional quantities is required. We define the immediate post-contraction

Reynolds number R′
λ as;

R′
λ =

√

u2
1+2u2

2

3
λ′

ν
(2.41)

where λ′ is defined as;

λ′ = 〈U1〉
√

u2
1 + 2u2

2
(

∂u1

∂t

)2
+
(

∂u2

∂t

)2 . (2.42)

The ratio R′
λb

/Rλa when plotted as a function of Rλa (figure 2.9) approaches

a limit of approximately 1 for the highest Reynolds numbers. Note that this

ratio is dominated by the small scales, since the values of the rms velocities are

approximately the same for all the experiments described here (figures 2.7a and

2.7b). Thus figure 2.9 is similar to figure 2.8.

We now turn to spectra. Figures 2.10a and 2.10b show one-dimensional u1

and u2 energy spectra (E11(κ1) and E22(κ1)) at low Reynolds number (Rλa = 44)

and low strain rate (S
∗

= 12), before and after the contraction. The insets show

the energy spectra multiplied by κ1. Similarly figure 11 shows energy spectra

at high Reynolds number (Rλa = 260) but still with a relatively low strain rate

(S
∗

= 24) and figure 12 shows energy spectra at low Reynolds number (Rλa = 50)

but now at a higher strain rate (S
∗

= 32) than figure 10. Also shown in figures

2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 are isotropic model spectra in the pre-contraction region, and

the corresponding distorted spectra calculated using RDT. The post-contraction

spectra have been plotted using a scaled wave number (c times the post-contraction
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Figure 2.10: One dimensional energy spectra; 2.54 cm passive grid, short pre-
contraction (1PS), Rλa = 44, S

∗
= 12: (a) E11(κ1), inset κ1E11(κ1);(b) E22(κ1),

inset κ1E22(κ1). Thin black line, station a experiment; dashed line, station a
model spectrum. Thick black line, station b experiment; dashed-dotted line, sta-
tion b model spectrum. The post-contraction wave numbers have been multiplied
by c and the amplitudes of the spectra have been multiplied by 1/c (see text
immediately following Eq. 2.27).
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Figure 2.11: One dimensional energy spectra; active grid, long pre-contraction
(RL), Rλa = 260, S

∗
= 24: (a) E11(κ1), inset κ1E11(κ1);(b) E22(κ1), inset

κ1E22(κ1). Thin black line, station a experiment; dashed line, station a model
spectrum. Thick black line, station b experiment; dashed-dotted line, station b
model spectrum. The post-contraction wave numbers have been multiplied by c
and the amplitudes of the spectra have been multiplied by 1/c.

wave number; Eq 2.28), and the spectra have been normalized by the same factor

c. This is to ensure we compare the energy of same wave modes in physical space.

In all cases (figures 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 ) the strain suppresses the large scales

in longitudinal direction and amplifies them in transverse direction. (This is also

evident for the rms values (figure 2.7).) From the energy per band-width spectra

(insets of figures 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 ), we observe, the spectrum peak shifts to

higher wave numbers for the longitudinal direction and does not shift significantly

for the transverse case. The shift in peak is more for the higher Rλa : for Rλa = 260

(figure 11) the peak of the u1 spectrum is at approximately 1000m−1 while that

of the u2 spectrum is at 20m−1 i.e. their ratio is 50:1. The model spectra RDT

calculations agree with the experimental calculations in terms of total energy for

longitudinal spectra and location of peak for transverse spectra. On the other
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Figure 2.12: One dimensional energy spectra; 5.08 cm passive grid, long pre-
contraction (2PL), Rλa = 50, S

∗
= 32: (a) E11(κ1), inset κ1E11(κ1); (b) E22(κ1),

inset κ1E22(κ1). Thin black line, station a experiment; dashed line, station a model
spectrum. Thick black line, station b experiment; dashed-dotted line, station b
model spectrum. The post-contraction wave numbers have been multiplied by c
and the amplitudes of the spectra have been multiplied by 1/c.

hand RDT does not predict the shift in the peak of the longitudinal spectrum. It

predicts that the longitudinal and transverse spectra should peak at approximately

the same wave number (figures 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 ). RDT also appears to over

predict the energy in the transverse strained spectrum. This is partly due to the

pre-contraction measurement location (see below).

Due to the presence of the acoustic peak, the highest Reynolds number cases

(Section 2.2) have not been shown, but the trends are again consistent with the

rest of the data sets. Thus for Rλa = 470 the peak of the strained longitudinal

spectrum occurred at a wave number 200 times that of the transverse spectrum.

The mismatch in the peak wave number between the observations and RDT

calculations for longitudinal spectra (figures 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12) is presumably due

to the non rapidness of the distortion or the non-uniformity of strain rate within
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the contraction, or to a combination of both. We are inclined to think it is the

former since as noted with reference to figure 2.5 the effect of strain on large and

small scales is more salient than the variation of strain rate in the contraction.

(Viscous effects (not included in our calculations) would tend to inhibit energy of

the small scales. Our dissipation spectra (below) show the opposite effect: more

energy is measured of the small scales than inviscid RDT predicts.) Rapid Dis-

tortion Theory (RDT) is predicated on the assumption that turbulence-turbulence

terms are negligible compared to the turbulence interaction with the mean strain

(compare Equations 2.6 and 2.9) and this is clearly not the case in our experiments

since S∗ is in the range 10 to 100 inside the contraction (figure 2.5). If we consider

the full equation for evolution of ω2 (Eqn. 2.8), the non-linear term, ω1
∂u2

∂x1
, because

of the amplification of both ω1 and ∂u2/∂x, will enhance ω2, producing additional

u1 fluctuations. These fluctuations will occur at higher wave numbers because

they involve correlations of turbulence-turbulence derivative terms as opposed to

turbulence-mean terms. The significance of this wave number shift which is most

pronounced at high Reynolds numbers (figure 11a) will become apparent when we

study the post-contraction evolution.

The mismatch between the RDT predictions and the energy of the post-contraction

transverse spectra (figures 2.10b, 2.11b and 2.12b) is mainly due to the pre-

contraction positioning of the turbulence probe, discussed in relation to figure 2.7.

As for figure 2.7, we have re-estimated the post contraction spectra using RDT,

by extrapolating the data in the pre-contraction to the immediate pre-contraction

region. The results are shown in figure 2.13. The mismatch still remains but it is

reduced considerably. On the other hand there is now a mismatch between ampli-

tudes of RDT and observed post-contraction longitudinal spectrum. Clearly these
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Figure 2.13: One dimensional energy spectra; 2.54 cm passive grid, short pre-
contraction (1PS), Rλa = 44, S

∗
= 12. This is the same condition as shown

in Figure 8, above. Here the purpose is to compare with the RDT predictions
which have been done with the data extropolated to the immediate pre-contraction
region (see text). (a) E11(κ1), inset κ1E11(κ1);(b) E22(κ1), inset κ1E22(κ1). Dashed
line, station a extrapolated model spectrum; thick black line,station b experiment;
dashed-dotted line, station b extrapolated model spectrum. The post-contraction
wave numbers have been multiplied by c and the amplitudes of the spectra have
been multiplied by 1/c.
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Figure 2.14: One dimensional dissipation spectra; active grid, long pre-contraction
(RL), Rλa = 260, S

∗
= 24: (a) κ2

1E11(κ1); (b) κ2
1E22(κ1). Thin black line - station

a experiment, dashed line - station a model spectrum; thick black line - station b
experiment, dashed-dotted line - station b model spectrum. The post-contraction
wave numbers have been multiplied by c and the amplitudes of the dissipation
spectra have been multiplied by 1/c2.

calculations are very sensitive to how the pre- and post-contraction locations are

defined. Nevertheless, RDT is in reasonable agreement with observations regard-

ing amplitudes, but always inconsistent with the location of peak wave number of

the longitudinal spectrum.

Typical longitudinal and transverse dissipation spectra are shown in figure 2.14.

Their magnitudes are similar (figures 2.14a and 2.14b), indicating the tendency of

small scales to return to isotropy, as was previously observed (figure 2.8). Also

shown are the RDT calculations. Here, for the post contraction region anisotropy

is predicted at all wave numbers, including the dissipation scales. As noted above,

inviscid RDT under predicts the high wave number energy. Including viscosity in

the calculations would increase the disparity with the experiments.

To illustrate the scale dependence of the return to isotropy, we plot the ratio
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Figure 2.15: Energy spectra ratio. (a) 2.54 cm passive grid, short pre-contraction
(1PS), Rλa = 44, S

∗
= 12; (b) active grid, long pre-contraction (RL), Rλa = 260,

S
∗

= 24 : Thin black line, station a experiment; dashed line, station a model
spectrum. Thick black line, station b experiment; dashed-dotted line, station b
model spectrum. The post-contraction wave numbers have been multiplied by c
and the amplitudes of the spectra have been multiplied by 1/c.

of the longitudinal and the transverse one dimensional spectra, (E11(κ1)/E22(κ1)),

as a function of wave number (figures 2.15a and 2.15b). These are the ratios of

the measured low and high Reynolds number spectra shown in figures 2.10 and

2.11 respectively. The RDT calculations, also shown, are based on purely isotropic

calculations which use the longitudinal fluctuation measurements as their input.

The ratios provide insight into the effects of the distortion as a function of wave

number. A property of isotropic turbulence spectra is that this ratio will increase

with wave number in the near to far dissipation range (provided the spectra fall

off faster than algebraically; we have used an exponential), and this is observed for

the model spectra and for the measurements in the pre-contraction regions, figure

2.15. The slight upturn in the pre-contraction measurements at the highest wave-

numbers is due to noise. On the other hand for the strained spectra, RDT predicts

that E11(κ1)/E22(κ1) will increase with wave number (as before, the individual
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spectra have to have a faster than power law decrease and this is satisfied by the

form of the pre-contraction spectra), and the modelled results show this increase

(figure 2.15) for the high wave numbers. This predicted increase is evident too in

the measurements, but the ratio peaks and then begins to decrease at the highest

wave numbers. The wave number at which the peak occurs provides an indication

of how far into the small scales the distortion is acting in the rapid sense. Beyond

the peak the ratio is exhibiting the same tendency as the isotropic pre-contraction

ratios, which is to decrease with increasing wave number. At these small scales the

distortion has apparently had little effect. Note that the peak occurs at a relatively

lower wave number (figure 2.15b) for the case farthest from rapid distortion (see

figure 2.10), as would be expected. Note also that the measurements show a shift

with regard to the RDT calculations. This is due to the longitudinal spectrum

peaking at high wave numbers than RDT prediction (figures 2.10 and 2.11) and

also to the lower amplitude of the observed u2 spectrum compared with RDT.

The results of figure 2.15 show that the strain, in the rapid sense, protrudes

into the inertial sub-range. It is instructive to determine a length-scale at which

the strain is as rapid as the turbulence time scale (Kevlahan & Hunt [30]). Us-

ing dimensional arguements, a length scale in the inertial range, ℓs, is associated

with a the time-scale τs = 〈ε〉−1/3ℓ
2/3
s . For the strain and turbulence to have the

same time-scale Sτs = 1. The wave-number (κs) corresponding to such a scale is

10π
3ν

〈q2
a〉1/2R−2

λa
(S

∗
)3/2. The wave-numbers corresponding to integral length scale (ℓ)

and Kolmogorov scale (η) are κℓ = 10π
3ν

〈q2
a〉1/2R−2

λa
and κη = 2π

ν

(

5
3

)1/4 〈q2
a〉1/2R

−1/2
λa

.

Hence the ratios of wave-numbers scale as, κs

κℓ
∼ (S

∗
)3/2 and κs

κη
∼ (S

∗
)3/2R

−3/2
λa

. A

typical measurement condition is for Reynolds number of around 260 with a strain

rate (S
∗
) of 24 (figure 2.13b). For this case the ratios are κs

κℓ
∼ 118 and κs

κη
∼ 0.03.
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Figure 2.16: bij vs. s in the post-contraction section: solid line, exponential fit, CR

= 5.5; dashed line, exponential fit, CR = 2.6. Symbols are the same as in figure
2.2.

The peak in energy is around 20 m−1 and the dissipation peak is around 1000

m−1 (nominally around 30η). This puts κs in range of 900 m−1 - 2000 m−1 and

is consistent with the wave number at which isotropy effects are observed in the

spectrum ratio (figure 2.13b). Thus, using this criterion the distortion is fast com-

pared to the energy containing scales as well as a significant part of the inertial

range scales. Further insightful discussion on the range of validity of RDT maybe

found in Kevlahan & Hunt [30].

2.4.3 Relaxation of Strained Turbulence

The anisotropic turbulence created by the contraction relaxes towards isotropy

(figure 2.6). Earlier we had introduced a non-dimensional time co-ordinate, s,

based on integral time scale, k/〈ε〉. In figure 2.16 we plot the relevant longitudinal
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and transverse components of the anisotropy tensor, b11 and b22 respectively, as

a function of s. The Rotta model predicts an exponential decrease to zero (see

Section 2.2.3) for these quantities and experiments suggest the Rotta constant ,

CR, is in the range 1.8 - 2.6 [26]. While an exponential function fits our data well,

we find that CR is not constant; for early times (figure 2.15a) its value is 5.5 while

for latter times it decreases to 2.6 (figure 2.16b). It is important to note that the

results are independant of the grid type (active or passive) and also appear to be

independant of Reynolds number.

In figure 2.17 we have plotted CR as a function of the final value of s, defined

as

sf =

∫ e

b

k

〈ε〉
dx1

〈U1b
〉 (2.43)

where e is the farthest downstream location where the measurement was made.

Here, CR was calculated for each individual measurement set (ie for a fixed Rλa

and S
∗
). We notice a variation in Rotta constant, CR, with the evolution time, at

least to sf ∼ 0.3. After that the decrease is much slower and the results suggest an

asymptotic value in the range 2.6 - 3. (Note, the active synchronous grid results

(sf ∼ 0.4) tend to show, here and elsewhere, the greatest departure from the trends

observed by the other grid results (static grids and the random active grid). But

we have found no good reason to exclude these from our data set.) Our asymptotic

value of CR ∼ 2.8 is consistent with other high Reynolds number determination

of this constant [73], and is consistent with figure 2.16, where at short times the

value is 5.5 and at long times around 2.8. Note that the asymptotic state occurs

at relatively modest Reynolds number of (Rλa ∼ 150, figure 2.17), but earlier work

(cited in the introduction) was done at a very low Reynolds number, where the
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Figure 2.18: One dimensional energy spectra, downstream evolution; 2.54 cm pas-
sive grid, short pre-contraction (1PS), Rλa = 44, S

∗
= 12: (a) E11(κ1), inset

κ1E11(κ1);(b) E22(κ1), inset κ1E22(κ1); black line, station b; dark grey, intermedi-
ate station; light grey, station c.

“constant” was still evolving.

We also considered some second order return to isotropy models by including

a quadratic term in bij . Here too the model constant had to be tuned as the

Reynolds number changed.

We now turn to the evolution of the spectra in the post contraction region. Fig-

ures 2.18 and 2.19 are one-dimensional energy spectra for low and high Reynolds

numbers corresponding to the same initial conditions as the data presented in fig-

ures 2.10 and 2.11 respectively. 3 In both cases the longitudinal spectra (figures

2.18a and 2.19a; insets are energy per bandwidth) show an increase in energy

as the flow evolves downstream, while the transverse spectra show the expected

decrease (figure 2.7). But the disparity in the wave numbers at which the longi-

3
In these and in the post-contraction spectra to follow, we have not multiplied the wave number, κ1, by c (as

was one in figures 2.10 - 2.15) since here we are not comparing pre- and post-contraction spectra
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Figure 2.19: One dimensional energy spectra, downstream evolution; active grid,
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= 24: (a) E11(κ1), inset κ1E11(κ1);(b)
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tudinal and transverse strained spectra (E11(κ1) and E22(κ1)) emerging from the

contraction peak (figures 2.10 and 2.11), causes them to undergo a complex evo-

lution with downstream distance. At low Reynolds number (figure 2.18) there is

a broadening of E22(κ1) as the high wave number energy in E11(κ1) grows and in-

teracts with the low wave number transverse fluctuations. At the higher Reynolds

number (figure 2.19) this occurs too, but the difference in the wave numbers at

which the peak energy of the strained longitudinal and transverse spectra emerging

from the contraction occurs is so great that as the flow evolves, and the energy

in the longitudinal fluctuation increases, a double peak occurs in the transverse

spectrum with the higher peak, at approximately the same wave number as the

peak in the longitudinal spectrum. Thus for both low and high Reynolds numbers

there is a complex, nonlinear, interaction between the longitudinal and transverse

fluctuations but it is most clearly manifest at the high Reynolds numbers where
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Figure 2.20: Normalized one dimensional energy spectra, measured at the fur-
thest location (station e) in the post contraction region: (1) 5.08 cm passive grid,
long pre-contraction (2PL), Rλ1 = 52, S

∗
= 32; (2) 2.54 cm passive grid, long

pre-contraction (1PS), Rλ1 = 44, S
∗

= 12; (3) 5.08 cm passive grid, short pre-
contraction (2PS), Rλ1 = 64, S

∗
= 12; (4) active grid, synchronous mode, short

pre-contraction (SS), Rλ1 = 170, S
∗

= 12.5; (5) active grid, random mode, long
pre-contraction (RL), Rλ1 = 260, S

∗
= 24; (6) active grid, random mode, short

pre-contraction (RS), Rλ1 = 470, S
∗

= 17.
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the difference in the wave numbers at which the strained longitudinal and trans-

verse spectra peak, is most pronounced. Note that at the furthest downstream

location (station e) there is approximate isotropy in terms of the longitudinal and

transverse total energy (the integral of the spectra, figures 2.18 and 2.19), but as

noted the distribution in energy is quite different, with the transverse spectrum

exhibiting a much broader distribution.

In order to further compare how the spectra vary with Reynolds number, in

figure 2.20 we have plotted energy per bandwidth spectra for the longitudinal and

transverse components (κ1E11(κ1) and κ1E11(κ1)), normalized by their respective

peak energies, for the furthest downstream location and for the full variation of

Reynolds numbers studied. Although these spectra are measured at the same

downstream location, the evolved time (in integral time scale units) is greater for

the higher Reynolds numbers. The longitudinal spectra broaden, as expected, with
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increasing Reynolds number. So do the transverse spectra, and the composite plot

clearly illustrates the emergence of the double peak at the high Reynolds number.

It is remarkable that the progression from low to high Reynolds numbers was

obtained by using quite different grids. The fact that the variation is so consistent

suggests that the particular grid geometry is not having a pronounced effect on

the subsequent evolution of the flow. It seems to be governed by the Reynolds

number (and possibly to a small extent by the normalized strain, which was not

varied over a very large range).

The broadening of the transverse spectra and the emergence of the double peak

at the high Reynolds number (figures 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20), indicates that there are

long range nonlinear interactions occurring in the flow. They occur because the

modulated distortion of the various scales, from almost rapid distortion for the

largest scales to essentially no distortion at all for the smallest scales. The effect is
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most pronounced at high Reynolds number because of the broader initial spectrum.

The dissipation spectra corresponding to the energy spectra of figures 2.18 and

2.19 are shown in figures 2.21 and 2.22 respectively. Although the turbulence ki-

netic energy is decreasing with downstream distance for the transverse component

(figures 2.6, 2.18b, and 2.19b), the dissipation rate is increasing, due to the spec-

tral transfer to the high wave numbers. Both at low and high Reynolds numbers

(figures 2.21b and 2.22b) the transverse dissipation spectra show extended (ap-

proximately power law) regions for wave numbers less than the peak wave num-

ber. This appears to be associated with the broadening of the transverse spectrum

itself. These figures (2.21 and 2.22) also show that as the flow evolves the peaks

of the longitudinal and transverse dissipation spectra become nearly equal as the

flow approaches small scale isotropy (see also figures 2.23a and 2.23b below).

The ratios of the evolving longitudinal and transverse spectra in the post con-
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traction region are shown in figure 2.23. Here the return to isotropy, beginning

with the small scales, is nicely exhibited by the dilation of the region with nega-

tive slope as the flow evolves. As discussed above (figure 2.15), the ratio of these

spectra decrease with wave number in isotropic turbulence.

In figure 2.8 we showed that at the immediate post contraction region the small

scales were isotropic for all but the very lowest Reynolds numbers. In figure 2.23

and the inset we plot the post contraction ratio of the transverse to longitudinal
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derivative velocity variances both as a function of s (see discussion of figure 2.15)

and of a new variable sη, defined as

sη ≡
∫ x

xb

1

τη

dx

〈U1b
〉 (2.44)

where τη = (ν/〈ε〉)1/2 is the Kolmogorov time scale. Here the non-dimensional

time is based on the dissipation rather than the integral scale. Both plots reflect

the rapid return to isotropy of the small scales (note the log abscissa ) even for

the low Reynolds number turbulence. The dependence on sη (figure 2.24) provides

slightly better collapse than on s.

The evolution of the longitudinal derivative skewness, S∂u1/∂x1 , (defined as

〈(∂u1/∂x1)
3〉/〈(∂u1/∂x1)

2〉3/2) is shown in figure 2.25. (The transverse derivative

skewness is zero by symmetry and this was verified.) In isotropic turbulence the

longitudinal derivative skewness has a value of approximately -0.4 and exhibits

a slow variation with Reynolds number [84, 75, 24]. The pre-contraction value

we observe is also close to -0.4 but the contraction causes a rapid increase in its

value and as the flow emerges from the contraction its value becomes positive.

Then as the flow returns towards isotropy in the straight section of the tunnel, the

skewness returns to its initial value of -0.4. The same effect has been previously

observed by Mills & Corrsin [42] and by Sjorgren & Johansson [73]. Negative

skewness in turbulence, be it isotropic grid turbulence or typical shear flows (jets,

boundary layers etc.) is a manifestation of the vortex stretching that allows for

the cascade from the large to the small scales. Without the negative skewness the

cascade is inhibited. Clearly the dramatic change in the skewness implies a change

in turbulence structure. In an equilibrium flow the positive sign might signify

that vortex compression is dominating over stretching and that the flow consists
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of predominantly tube like structures rather than sheets [79, 7, 15]. It is not

unreasonable to conjecture that the contraction causes the vortex sheets to evolve

into tubes, and as the strain is released the inter component energy transfer allows

for a relaxation back to the equilibrium state. Notice that there is some overshoot

after the flow emerges from the contraction the skewness keeps increasing for a

short distance in the straight section and this maybe related to the persistence of

mean strain in the post contraction region (figure 2.2). Note also the relatively

good collapse of the various experiments at different Reynolds numbers and with

different strain rates.

A typical set of normalized skewness spectra (multiplied by wave-number to

provide information on peak “energy”) for a low Reynolds number, low strain case

are shown in figure 2.26. The full spectrum becomes positive after the contraction

and as the flow evolves, first the lower wave numbers become negative indicating

that the larger scales are restored before the smaller scales (relatively speaking:

note that all the “energy” of this derivative quantity resides at the higher wave

numbers). The skewness spectra at the higher Reynolds numbers behave in a

qualitatively similar way.

Finally, figure 2.27 shows the evolution of the derivative kurtosis for the u1 and

u2 fluctuating components (K∂u1/∂x1 ≡ 〈(∂u1/∂x1)
4〉/〈(∂u1/∂x1)

2〉2 and K∂u2/∂x1 ≡

〈(∂u2/∂x1)
4〉/〈(∂u2/∂x1)

2〉2). There appears to be a bifurcation, with the higher

Reynolds number active grid results showing high kurtosis after exiting the con-

traction, and then rapidly declining, while the low Reynolds number results exhibit

a lag, peaking at sη of around 10. We think that the difference is due to lack of

data at small sη for the high Reynolds number data (note the log axis). For these

data we could not get close enough to the exit of the contraction to resolve small
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sη. We suspect that the high Reynolds number data would also exhibit a rise for

small sη. Notice that the u1 and u2 derivative kurtosis measurements are quali-

tatively similar, but the magnitudes of the transverse component are greater (as

is observed in isotropic turbulence and in shear flows e.g., Sreenivasan & Antonia

[75]).

The derivative kurtosis is an indicator of internal intermittency and the post

contraction results suggest that the flow becomes more intermittent. The reason

for internal intermittency is far from resolved, but traditional theories assume it

is due to small scale structures (e.g., Sreenivasan & Antonia [75]). For the post

contraction region, we believe the amplification may be due an rearrangement of

vortex structures by the mean strain.

2.5 Conclusions

The most significant finding of this experiment is that irrotational axi-symmetric

strain, acting over a broad range of scales, gives rise to non-linear interactions.
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Thus we have observed that the strain shifts the peak of the longitudinal, u1, spec-

trum to high wave numbers relative to that of the transverse, u2, spectrum (figures

2.10, 2.11 & 2.12). As the flow relaxes, after the strain has been removed, there is a

multi-scale interaction between the various spectral components, and there results

at high Reynolds number, a complex double peaked transverse spectrum, with the

high wave number peak corresponding to the peak in the longitudinal spectrum

(figures 2.19 & 2.20). Although most pronounced at the higher Reynolds numbers,

there is evidence of non-local effects even at low Reynolds number (figures 2.18 &

2.20) 4.

The measurements presented here are single point, and we are unable to probe

the details of the multi-scale long-range interactions between the various spectral

modes. However, by varying the initial conditions, we were able to determine that

our results do not depend on the level of the anisotropy of the pre-strained tur-

bulence, nor on the way the turbulence was generated. Thus, the pre-contraction

anisotropy (based on velocity rms ratios) was varied from 1 to 1.7 (figure 2.7c)

without any significant variation in the nature of the strained velocity field, and

various passive and active grids were employed, but here too the results were qual-

itatively similar, independent of the grid type (figures 2.7 and 2.20). It might be

argued that the non-linearities are due to anisotropy in the pre-contraction vor-

ticity structure (not measured), yet other experimental evidence [1] indicates that

(passive) grid turbulence produces a close to isotropic vorticity field. The qualita-

tive similarity between the active and passive grid results presented here, suggests

that the active grid pre-contraction velocity structure is not vastly different to that

4In hind sight, the non-linear effects are evident in the spectra of the low
Reynolds number experiments of Warhaft [88]. Yet because the Reynolds number
was not varied, these effects went un-noticed.
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of passive grids (apart from being at higher Reynolds number). Further, we are

inclined not to attribute our results to the non-uniformity of the strain itself. We

have shown above (figures 2.2 and 2.5) that although the strain rate varies within

the contraction, this variation is relatively small. Thus, we believe the complex

post contraction velocity structure is due to the straining action as a function of

wave number and is not strongly dependent on the initial conditions, nor on the

variation of strain within the contraction. Nevertheless these issues require further

study.

The strain causes a change in the sign of the velocity derivative skewness (fig-

ures 2.25 & 2.26) and increases the post contraction velocity derivative kurtosis

(figure 2.27). These effects are thought to be due to the change in the velocity

structure (possibly changing from sheets to tubes) by the straining motion, and

to alignment of the structures by the strain. As the flow evolved in the post con-

traction region, the flow relaxed back to “normal” turbulence statistics, with a

negative derivative skewness (∼ −0.4 ) and a reduced derivative kurtosis. Con-

strained by our apparatus, our experiments were done for moderate strain rates

(10 ≤ S∗ ≤ 35, figure 2.4). Yet this appears to be the most interesting range to

study since it spans the wave number variation from rapid straining of the large

eddies to very weak strain effects on the small eddies (figures 2.15 & 2.23). For

the limits of very large or very small S
∗

the non-linear effects observed here most

likely would not occur.

Our experiments produce results that are at variance with classical RDT. This

is to be expected since the straining is not homogeneous and the distortion is

not rapid. Despite this we find reasonable agreement between simple RDT and

integrated quantities (figure 2.7). Using asymptotic analysis, Kevlahan & Hunt
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[30] make the point that the accuracy of RDT for S∗ ∼ 1 may be due to the

effect of the straining motion modifying the turbulence so that the non-linear

terms are inhibited. This is based mainly on their computation of integrated

quantities such as the turbulence energy. Our results suggest that non-linear effects

are very important in determining the spectral dynamics of the velocity field.

Further light of non-homogeneous flows such as the present study may be shed by

implementation of non-homogeneous RDT [49, 50].

Our results also provide insight into why simple models are unable to accurately

describe the return to isotropy process (figures 2.16 & 2.17). We have shown that

this comparatively simple irrotational axi-symmetric strained flow produces a very

complex flow field and that proper modelling will require spectral rather than single

point closures.

We thank Julian Hunt, Stephen B. Pope and Armann Gylfason for stimulating

discussions and Armann Gylfason for help with the experimental setup. The work

was partly funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation.



Chapter 3

Lagrangian measurements of inertial

particle accelerations in

grid generated wind tunnel turbulence5

Abstract

We describe Lagrangian measurements of water droplets in grid generated wind

tunnel turbulence at a Taylor Reynolds number of Rλ = 250 and an average Stokes

number (〈St〉) of approximately 0.1. The inertial particles are tracked by a high

speed camera moving along the side of the tunnel. The standardized acceleration

probability density functions (pdf’s) of the particles have spread exponential tails

that are narrower than those of a fluid particle (St = 0) and there is a decrease in

the acceleration variance with increasing Stokes number. A simple vortex model

shows that the inertial particles selectively sample the fluid field and are less likely

to experience regions of the fluid undergoing the largest accelerations. Recent

direct numerical simulations compare favorably with these first measurements of

Lagrangian statisics of inertial particles in highly turbulent flows.

The bulk of our empirical knowledge of fluid turbulence stems from measure-

ments of the fluid motion as it passes a fixed probe. These “Eulerian” measure-

ments have provided detailed knowledge of the turbulence velocity spectrum and

its probability density function (pdf) and have shown that turbulence exhibits

internal intermittency: temporal and spatial variation in the energy dissipation

5published in 2006 Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 147304.
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Table 3.1: Flow Parameters

Mean velocity, U (ms−1) 1.89
Rλ ≡ 〈u2〉1/2λ/ν 250
Rms longitudinal velocity, 〈u2〉1/2(ms−1) 0.28
Rms transverse velocity, 〈v2〉1/2(ms−1) 0.22
Taylor scale, λ ≡ [U2〈u2〉/〈(∂u/∂t)2〉]1/2 (m) 1.35 × 10−2

Dissipation Rate, ε (m2s−3) 0.096
Integral length scale, ℓ ≡ 〈u2〉3/2/ε (m) 0.22
Kolmogorov length scale, η ≡ (ν3/ε)1/4 (m) 4.33 × 10−4

Kolmogorov time scale, τη ≡ (ν/ε)1/2 (s) 1.25 × 10−2

Stokes Number, St 0.09 ± 0.03;
0.15 ± 0.04

Normalized Reynolds stress, 〈uv〉

〈u2〉1/2〈v2〉1/2 0.004

rate at the small scales [19]. Intermittency affects mixing rates of passive scalars

such as temperature or humidity inhomogeneities [89] as well as the trajectories

of small particles in the fluid field [32]. While Eulerian measurements provide in-

sight into the velocity field, u(x, t) they do not directly yield information on the

acceleration a(x, t), which is the sum of the temporal and spatial variation of the

velocity: a = ∂u/∂t + (u · ∇)u. By following the motion of particles in fluid,

be they particles having the same density as the surroundings (fluid particles) or

particles whose density is greater than that of the fluid (inertial particles), a can be

directly measured, and thus the forces on an advected particle can be determined.

Measurements of particle trajectories in this so called Lagrangian framework are

more difficult than their Eulerian counterpart because of the extremely rapid vari-

ations of a at the smallest scales [32] but recently there have been major technical

advances [32, 85, 45, 44] in the measurement of fluid particles with concomitant de-

velopments in simulations [87, 76, 16, 8, 5]. The experiments and simulations show

that intermittency is most strongly manifest in the particle acceleration statistics
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Figure 3.1: The wind tunnel showing the camera (far left, at the beginning of
its trajectory), the sled and the laser sheet. The active grid and spray system
are at the tunnel entrance (just above the camera lens). The copper strips (right
foreground) are the magnetic braking system for the camera sled.
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[32, 85, 44]. Their pdf’s show extremely broad (stretched) exponential tails, indi-

cating rare events that occur at the small scales [19, 32, 8]. How particles with

significant inertia, such as water drops in clouds (where the particle-fluid density

ratio is order 1000), or fuel drops in combustors, respond to the intense intermit-

tency is less well understood, and is the subject of this letter.

Inertial particles are expected to have trajectories different from those of fluid

particles in the same flow. For example, they are ejected from regions of high

vorticity due to centrifugal forces, and accumulate in regions of high strain [41, 74,

86, 14, 18, 12]. Numerical simulations of inertial particles show dramatic increases

in the particle collision rate as a result of clustering [76, 87, 16]. Recent evidence

suggests this increase may occur for water droplets in clouds [53, 17, 68], an effect

presently neglected in most cloud models that leads to an overestimate in the time

required for rain initiation [68, 67]. Particle accelerations play a crucial role in

clouds by enhancing the collision rate of droplets of differing sizes while diminishing

their degree of clustering [12]. Experiments are needed to better understand how

droplet accelerations differ from fluid accelerations and how they depend upon the

particle and turbulence characteristics.

In this letter we present the first Lagrangian measurements of the acceleration

statistics of inertial particles. Grid generated wind tunnel turbulence is seeded

with water droplets. The particle loading is low so that turbulence modulation

and particle-particle interactions can be neglected. Their size is less than the

smallest scale of the turbulence, the Kolmogorov scale (η), and thus they do not

affect the fluid motion. Gravitational forces are determined to be insignificant

compared to the forces due to the fluid motion. We show that the tails of the

normalized acceleration pdf become systematically less stretched due to selective
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Figure 3.2: Particle size distributions at the measurement station. The vertical
arrows are the mean diameters calculated from the distributions. The resulting
mean Stokes numbers (see text) for the two cases are 0.09±0.03 (+) and 0.15±0.04
(×).
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sampling of the fluid by the inertial particles as the inertial effects increase, and

we compare our results to recent numerical estimates.

Our experiments were conducted in a large (1m × 0.9m × 20m) open circuit

wind tunnel with an active grid (triangular agitator wings attached to the rotating

grid bars, randomly flipping) at the beginning of the test section (figure 3.1, [47])

to produce turbulence in the range 100 ≤ Rλ ≤ 1000. The water spray consists

of an array of four nozzles symmetrically placed downstream of the grid. The

particle drop size distribution was measured using a phase doppler particle sizer

(figure 3.2). The particle mass loading was approximately 10−4kg water/kg dry

air. A high speed camera (Phantom v7.1) attached to a precision linear motion

pneumatic driven sled was accelerated to the mean flow speed and 2D particle

tracks were measured at region 30 mesh lengths (M = 11.4cm) downstream from

the grid and 20.3cm from the tunnel wall [23]. The camera frame rate was 8000 fps

with a resolution of 512 pixels × 512 pixels. The laser light sheet (Nd-YAG, 20W,

pulse width 120ns at a repetition rate of 40kHz) was projected from the top of the

tunnel such that the camera received light forward scattered at an angle of 30◦. The

width of the sheet was approximately 2mm (figure 3.1). The sampling area was

1.9×1.9cm2, and the inter-sample time was (1/100) τη where τη is the Kolmogorov

time scale ((ν/ε)1/2, where ε is the turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate [78],

and ν is the kinematic viscosity), and the spatial resolution was (1/12) η. The

camera tracked the particles over a distance of 40cm (0.2s) as they moved across

the light sheet. Approximately 15,000 data points were taken per sled run, and

400 runs were completed to provide 6 × 106 data points per set. Data analysis

followed the approach developed by the Bodenschatz group [85].

The particle inertial effects are described by the Stokes number St ≡ τp/τη
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Figure 3.3: Eulerian wave number velocity spectra, determined from hot wire
measurements, of the fluctuating longitudinal velocity, Eu(κη) in solid black, and
transverse velocity, Ev(κη) in dashed gray.
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where τp is the timescale defined as (1/18)[ρp/ρf ]d
2/ν where ρp, ρf , d and ν are the

particle density (998kg/m3), fluid density (1.23kg/m3), particle diameter and the

fluid viscosity (1.5×10−5m2/s). Thus St is the ratio of the particle inertial response

time to the time scale of the smallest eddies. It is these eddies that have the

most intense accelerations [19] and thus they will have the strongest effect on the

motion of the inertial particles. The apparatus is designed for 0 ≤ St ≤ 10. Here

we provide measurements for St ∼ 0.1 and Rλ = 250. Theory [18] and numerical

experiments [76, 14, 5] show that significant departures from fluid particle behavior,

including the preferential concentration of inertial particles, occur in the range

0.1 < St < 1.

Figure 3.3 shows the Eulerian velocity spectrum at the measurement location

measured using hot wire anemometers. These hot-wire measurements enable accu-

rate determination of dissipation rates and associated flow quantities (Table 3.1).

A well developed scaling range (inertial sub-range) is observed. There is some large

scale anisotropy (Table 3.1). However detailed studies [47] indicate isotropy in the

inertial and dissipation ranges for this flow. The Eulerian fluid velocity pdf’s are

close to Gaussian [47].

Figure 3.4 shows the normalized acceleration pdfs for 〈St〉 ∼ 0.09 ± 0.03 and

0.15±0.04. They exhibit a stretched exponential form but are narrower than that of

a fluid particle. (By contrast the pdfs of the inertial particle velocities (not shown)

were found to be close to Gaussian. This is expected since they are determined by

the large scales.) The mean Stokes number, defined as 〈St〉 ≡ (1/18ντη)[ρp/ρf ]〈d2〉,

was determined from the second moment of the drop size distribution. (Note that

for this flow (1/18ντη)[ρp/ρf ] is a constant.) There is a small decrease in the width

of the tails at the higher Stokes number. The un-normalized pdf’s (not shown)
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indicate that the variance also decreases for the higher Stokes number case by a

factor of 0.8. Also plotted is the fluid particle acceleration pdf from the work of the

Bodenschatz group [44]. The inertial particle pdfs of normalized accelerations are

substantially below the fluid pdfs for the normalized accelerations beyond ±4.0 (see

also figure 5). We note that the passive particles data were measured at Rλ = 690.

The Voth et al. [85] experiment (Fig 19) shows a weak dependence on Rλ over

the range 200–690 but the tails are always much broader than those of the inertial

particles reported here.

In order to explain the changes in the inertial particle accelerations, two sim-

plified simulations were performed. In the first, we subjected inertial particles to

a fluid velocity obtained from a stochastic model of the Lagrangian fluid velocity

[66, 58, 59]. The particle velocity was obtained by solving the equation of motion

for the particle assuming a Stokes drag force. For the Sawford model we observed

a systematic decrease in the variance particle accelerations with increasing particle

Stokes number, in accord with our experimental measurement; however, the shape

of the pdf for the inertial particle remained unchanged (i.e., there was no reduc-

tion in the tails of the distribution with increasing inertial). The second simulation

consisted of a two-dimensional array of potential-flow vortices. The strength of the

vortices was set randomly and was smoothly varied in time. A number of trajec-

tories for the inertial particle were computed based on Stokes drag and the fluid

velocity field. In this case, the inertial particle acceleration variance decreased with

increasing St and the pdf of the normalized particle inertial acceleration showed

narrower stretched exponential tails compared to those of a fluid particle. We

conclude from these studies that the change in the variance of the acceleration for

inertial particles results from linear damping of the fluid acceleration by inertia,
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Figure 3.4: The normalized pdf of the longitudinal component of the acceleration
of the inertial particles (〈St〉 = 0.09 ± 0.03, +; 〈St〉 = 0.15 ± 0.04,×) compared
with those of particles (St ≈ 0) measured by Mordant et al. [44] (solid line). The
pdf’s are of the accleration normalized by the rms, 〈a2〉1/2.
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Figure 3.5: Same normalized inertial particle acceleration pdf’s as figure 3.4 ( ×
and + symbols) compared with recent numerical simulations [5] at Rλ = 185, St =
0.16 (dashed line). Also shown is the Mordant et al. [44] acceleration pdf for fluid
particles (solid line).
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whereas the change in the shape of the pdf is a result of biased sampling of the

underlying fluid flow due to inertia, although these two effects are not entirely

decoupled. This result is consistent with recent numerical simulations that show a

strong correlation between regions of a turbulent flow where particles accumulate

and zero-acceleration points of the fluid [10].

In figure 3.5, we compare the present measurements to recent numerics of Bec

et al. [5]. Our results are in good agreement: both the numerics and experiment

show that the inertial particle pdf’s fall below the fluid particle pdf at ∼ 4〈a2〉1/2.

We note that the numerics are for mono-dispersed particles, while ours are poly-

dispersed particles (figure 3.2). 6

In summary, we have provided the first results of acceleration statistics for in-

ertial particles in moderately high Reynolds number wind tunnel turbulence for

St ∼ 0.1. Our results show that the tails of the acceleration pdf decrease in width

compared to those of fluid particles, and this is consistent with simple model-

ing which indicates selective sampling of the fluid field by the inertial particles.

Finally, preliminary measurements of inertial particles in same tunnel [65] ex-

hibit pronounced spatial clustering at the small dissipation scale revealing another

manifestation of the intermittent structure of turbulence and its effect on inertial

particles.

We thank N. T. Ouellette and H. Xu for their particle tracking codes and other

assistance, E. A. Cowan for discussions and the use of the DeFrees tunnel, Thientu

Ho, Todd Levin, Paul Charles and Tim Brook for technical assistance, F. Toschi

6Calculations [9] suggest that poly-dispersed particles with their size distri-
bution skewed towards the smaller sizes may have slightly broader tails for the
inertial particle acceleration pdf than that of mono-dispersed particles at the same
Stokes number. For the distribution skewed towards the larger particles, it could
be expected that the tails will become narrower, as observed here.
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Chapter 4

Modeling inertial particle Lagrangian

acceleration statistics in turbulent flows.7

Abstract

Our objective is to explain the recent Lagrangian acceleration measurements of

inertial particles in decaying turbulence [Ayyalasomayajula et al Phys. Rev. Lett.

97, 144507 (2006)]. These experiments showed that as particle inertial effects in-

crease, the magnitude of the particle acceleration variance is reduced, and the tails

of the normalized particle acceleration probability density function (pdf) become

systematically attenuated. We use a new model consisting of a two dimensional

array of evenly spaced vortices which randomly vary in intensity. We show that

the correlation times of the fluid acceleration decreases as the magnitude of the

fluid acceleration event increases. Thus the response of the inertial particles varies

as a function of fluid acceleration magnitude. This “filtering” is manifested in the

attenuation of the normalized inertial particle acceleration pdf tails. We also show

that our model exhibits clustering in regions located away from the vortex cen-

ters. The inertial particles selectively sample the fluid field, and the shape of the

normalized acceleration pdf is related to the clustering of the inertial particles. At

low Stokes numbers our model shows that clustering dominates the behaviour of

inertial particle acceleration statistics like Bec et al. [ J. Fluid Mech. 550, (2006)]

but contrary to their findings we find that inertial particle filtering still plays a

role. We also contrast the vortex model with previous Lagrangian acceleration

7submitted to Phys. Fluids.
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models [B. L. Sawford, Phys. Fluids A 3(6), (1991) and A. Reynolds, Phys. Fluids

15, (2003)] and show that although these models capture some aspects of the in-

ertial particle behaviour, it is necessary to employ a model with spatial structural

features in order to properly describe the dynamics.

4.1 Introduction

It is well known that turbulence exhibits internal intermittency: strong spatial and

temporal variation of fluctuating velocity, pressure, scalar & gradients and energy

dissipation rates [19]. The probability density functions (pdfs) of these quantities

have stretched exponential tails indicating rare and intense events embedded in

relatively calmer fluid field. More recently the pdf of the Lagrangian fluid particle

acceleration (a ≡ ∂u/∂t+(u ·∇)u, where u is the fluid velocity) has been measured

[85, 44], and it too has stretched exponential tails (which are broader than those

of the Eulerian acceleration ∂u/∂t).

Particles with significant inertia such as water drops in the the atmosphere

(clouds or smog) or fuel droplets in combustion chambers exhibit dynamics which

are more complicated than those of inertia-less fluid particles. Inertial particles

are ejected from vortical regions in the turbulent flow and are found to accumulate

in regions of high strain [41, 74, 86, 14, 18, 12, 56]. This phenomenon is called

inertial particle clustering. Clustering enhances collision rates [76, 87, 16] and may

be responsible for increased droplet formation in clouds [53, 17, 68]. The effect of

turbulence is often neglected in cloud models and this leads to an overestimate in

the time required for rain initiation [68, 67].

In the recent Lagrangian particle tracking experiments of Ayyalasomayajula et

al.[2] the acceleration pdfs of inertial particles were directly measured in a high-
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Figure 4.1: The acceleration probability density functions (pdf). Symbols - inertial
particles (×, 〈St〉 = 0.09 ± 0.03; +, 〈St〉 = 0.15 ± 0.04) from Ayyalasomayajula et
al. [2] at Rλ = 250. (In [2] the 〈St〉 associated with + and × were incorrectly
labeled.) Solid black line - fluid particles and solid gray line - inertial particles
St = 0.16 from Bec et al. [5] at comparable Rλ to the experiments (Rλ ≈ 185).
The pdfs are of the acceleration normalized by the rms, 〈a2〉1/2.
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Reynolds number wind tunnel flow for the first time. The normalized inertial

particle Lagrangian acceleration pdfs were found to have attenuated tails when

compared to the fluid particle pdfs indicating a decrease in the rare and intense

acceleration events in addition to the reduced acceleration variance of the inertial

particles. The measurement of the pdfs by Ayyalasomayajula et al. [2] and the

computations of Bec et al. [5] at comparable Reynolds number are shown in figure

4.1 8.

In the simple case of an inertial particle in an oscillatory flow whose fluid accel-

eration varies as a sinusoid, the inertial particle develops a phase lagged sinusoidal

acceleration with respect to the fluid acceleration. The ratio of rms acceleration

of inertial particle to that of fluid is depends solely on the fluid flow frequency

(ω) and the particle response times (τp) of the inertial particle. We can define

the Stokes number, St, for this simple oscillatory flow as ωτp and the ratio of rms

8We have not included the results of fluid particle acceleration pdfs from Mor-
dant et al. [44] in the figure as there have been measured at much higher Reynolds
numbers
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acceleration of inertial particle to that of the fluid is given by 1/(1 + St2). For

small Stokes numbers this can be approximated as 1 − 1/2St2 + O(St4). Thus

the leading order effect of the inertial lag or filtering scales as St2. This argument

can be easily extended to a turbulent flow field which can be thought to consist of

superposition of a number of independent Fourier modes. Here again the inertial

particle will have a reduced acceleration variance due to the filtering it experiences.

Acceleration variance is dictated by the dissipative scales only, and we can expect

that even in turbulent flows the effect of filtering would scale as St2 in the limit of

small Stokes numbers.

By normalizing the pdf the change in variance between the inertial and fluid

accelerations is accounted for. Therefore the change of shape of the normalized

acceleration pdfs should be related to the variable response of the inertial particle

to different magnitudes of acceleration it experiences in the fluid flow. Due to

the multiplicity of scales present in the turbulent flow; the different magnitude

acceleration events the inertial particle experiences in the fluid field would have

different characteristic times and acceleration of the inertial particle and fluid

would not just depend on the Stokes number τp/τη (where τη is the Kolmogorov

time-scale, the time-scale associated with the fastest eddies present in the turbulent

flow) but on the whole spectrum of acceleration time-scales present in the flow.

The implication of this to the shape of the inertial particle normalized acceleration

pdf will be discussed.

Bec et al. [5] conclude from their DNS simulations that the attenuation of

the tails of the inertial particle acceleration pdfs is due to two mechanisms: pref-

erential concentration of particles effective at small Stokes numbers and filtering

(induced by particle response time which leads to the variable response of the in-
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ertial particles to accelerations of different time-scales) which dominates at larger

Stokes numbers. In addition they observed that there is a significant drop in rms

acceleration of the particle from the fluid acceleration value even at very small

Stokes numbers.

The relative contributions of the clustering of the inertial particles and filtering

due to inertial lag of the inertial particle acceleration variance and pdfs is unknown.

It is the aim of this paper to explore the mechanisms behind these two contribu-

tions. To do this we have developed a simple two dimensional vortex model which

mimics the salient features of the real turbulent flow. We will also show how exist-

ing stochastic models for fluid acceleration can be modified to describe the inertial

particle behaviour and will contrast the results of these models with those of the

Vortex model.

4.2 The Vortex model

We introduce a new model that uses an array of potential vortices to simulate a

two-dimensional flow in which fluid particles and inertial particles are tracked to

obtain the respective Lagrangian velocities and accelerations. In contrast to the

stochastic models, this model allows the inertial particles to choose the fluid field

it wishes to sample and the implications of this are discussed below. We use an

array of ten by ten vortices separated by a distance L (see figure 4.2) which we call

the integral scale (varying the number of vortices does not affect the generality of

the results). The flow field around a vortex is obtained using the two dimensional

potential theory but to prevent infinite velocity near the center of the vortex, a

viscous like core with radius s is added. The velocity vector induced by the i’th

vortex, ui is given by,
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ui =
Γi

2π

(

−(y − yi)ex

r2
i

+
(x − xi)ey

r2
i

)

(4.1)

if r2
i = (x − xi)

2 + (y − yi)
2 > s2 (4.2)

ui =
Γi

2πa2
(−(y − yi)ex + (x − xi)ey) (4.3)

if r2
i = (x − xi)

2 + (y − yi)
2 ≤ s2 (4.4)

where Γi is the circulation, ri is the radial distance of the fluid particle from the

i’th vortex and ex and ey are the cartesian unit vectors in the x and y directions.

Figure 4.3 shows the normalized magnitude of velocity induced by a vortex as

a function of the radial separation. Under the potential theory assumption the

velocity induced by all the vortices is a linear super-position of the contribution

from each of the vortices. Due to the addition of the viscous core region this

assumption is not strictly valid but for the purposes of this study the inaccuracy is

not relevant as we are only investigating the qualitative behavior of the fluid and

inertial particles in this model flow and the mechanisms by which the differences

in their behavior occur.

The circulation of each of the vortices Γi is set using an independent Gaussian

random variable whose mean is zero and standard deviation is σΓ. To mimic

the persistence of large scale eddies as in the real turbulent flow, the circulation

is randomly updated at a time-scale, T . The time-scale T is associated with

the slowest eddies of size L and we can construct the time-scale as L2/σΓ. The

circulation varies linearly between each time interval, T . Figure 4.4 shows a typical

temporal evolution of circulation, there is a discontinuity in the circulation at

every time interval T , but owing to the extremely small time step (dt) used for the

computations (typically dt ≈ 10−4T ) the discontinuity does not lead to unbounded
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changes in the Lagrangian velocity or accelerations of fluid and inertial particles.

Similarly a small-scale time ts can be constructed as s2/σΓ and it can be related

to the most rapid changes in the flow which are occurring close to the core of the

vortex where maximum induced velocity is expected (figure 4.3).

The inertial particle has one-way coupling to the flow through Stokes drag

described by

dv(t)

dt
=

u(t) − v(t)

τp

(4.5)

where τp ≡ (1/18)[ρp/ρf ]d
2/ν is the particle response time and ρp, ρf , d and ν

are the particle density (998kg/m3), fluid density (1.23kg/m3), particle diameter

and the fluid kinematic viscosity (1.5×10−5m2/s) respectively. Here u(t) is the fluid

velocity vector and v(t) is the inertial particle velocity vector. The acceleration

of the particle is obtained by obtaining the material derivative (Dv(t)/Dt) of the

inertial particle velocity. The Stokes number St for this model is obtained as the

ratio of particle response time, τp and the flow time-scale, ts.

4.3 Other Models

Before describing the results of the Vortex model, we describe two existing stochas-

tic models. Our results will be contrasted with these models.

4.3.1 The Sawford model

Sawford [66] models the Lagrangian acceleration of a stationary homogenous isotropic

turbulent flow as an autoregressive stochastic process. The Lagrangian accelera-

tion, a(t), is obtained using the following equation,
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da(t) + α1a(t) + α2u(t) =
√

2α1α2σ2
udW(t) (4.6)

where α1 and α2 are model constants, W(t) is an incremental Weiner process

with a mean of zero and variance dt, u(t) is the Lagrangian velocity of the fluid par-

ticle and σ2
u is the velocity variance. This second order model has two time scales,

a large time-scale, t1 and a small scale t2, to be defined later. The Lagrangian

second order velocity structure function can be derived for this model [see Ref.

66]. By matching the dissipation and inertial ranges of the structure function to

the prediction of Kolmogorov 1941 similarity theory [43, 19] the time-scales can

be related to each other through the flow quantities: a0, the normalized accel-

eration variance (≡ 〈a2〉/〈ε〉3/2ν−1/2 where 〈a2〉 is the acceleration variance, ν is

the kinematic viscosity and 〈ε〉 is the mean rate of turbulent dissipation of kinetic

energy); C0, the Kolmogorov universal constant which is taken to be 7.0 [see fig-

ure 5, Ref. 66]; T
(∞)
L , the infinite Reynolds number Lagrangian integral time-scale

(≡ 2σ2
u/C0〈ε〉) and Re∗, the Lagrangian Reynolds number (≡ 4a2

0(T
(∞)
L )2/C2

0τ
2
η

where tη ≡ T
(∞)
L C0/2a0

√
R∗ is the Kolmogorov time-scale [see Ref. 66, for detailed

descriptions]). It can be shown that t1 = T
(∞)
L and t2 = C0tη/2a0. The acceleration

derivative is modelled as a white-noise process. Thus the acceleration probability

density function (pdf) is a Gaussian which is clearly not the case in a real turbulent

flow where the pdf is observed to have stretched exponential tails [85]. Neverthe-

less it is useful to study in a simple model the effect of two time scales and the

variation of Reynolds number.

The velocity of a fluid particle, u(t), along a trajectory obtained from the

Sawford model is used to compute the velocity, v(t) of an inertial particle using

equation 4.5. The acceleration of the inertial particle, ap(t), is obtained by simply
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differentiating the velocity of the inertial particle, v(t). The Stokes number, St,

≡ τp/t2 is the ratio of particle inertial time-scale of the smaller turbulence time-

scale t2.

4.3.2 The Reynolds model

Reynolds [58, 59, 60] describes a second-order stochastic model for the Lagrangian

acceleration which includes an explicit stochastic model for the rate of dissipation

of kinetic energy, ε. The Lagrangian acceleration is modelled as,

da = −
(

1

T ∗
L

+
1

τ ∗
η

− 1

σa|ε

dσa|ε

dt

)

adt − 1

T ∗
Lτ ∗

η

u(t)dt +

√

2σ2
u

(

1

T ∗
L

+
1

τ ∗
η

)

1

T ∗
Lτ ∗

η

dW(t)

(4.7)

where u(t) is the Lagrangian velocity, T ∗
L ≡ 2σ2

u/C0ε, τ ∗
η ≡ 2a∗

0ν
1/2/C0ε

1/2

(where ε is the instantaneous dissipation rate), a∗
0 is a universal Lagrangian con-

stant related to a0 (see below), σ2
a|ε ≡ a∗

0ε
3/2ν−1/2 is the conditional acceleration

variance and W(t) a Weiner process with zero mean and variance dt. The in-

stantaneous dissipation rate along the Lagrangian trajectory is obtained through

a Uhlenbeck-Ornstein process prescribed for χ ≡ ln(ε/〈ε〉),

dχ(t) = −(χ(t) − 〈χ〉)T−1
χ dt +

√

2σ2
χT−1

χ dW ′(t) (4.8)

DNS data [90] suggests 〈χ〉 = −1/2σ2
χ and Tχ = 2σ2

u/C0〈ε〉, σχ = −0.354 +

0.289ln (Rλ). Here W ′(t) is an independent Wiener process, different from W(t),

but with same mean and variance. From Kolmogorov 1962 similarity theory we

obtain a0 = a∗
0exp(3/8σ2

χ) [43, 19]. A value of a∗
0 = 3.3 captures the dependency of

a0 with the Taylor scale Reynolds number Rλ ( ≡ σuλ/ν, where the Taylor scale
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λ ≡ [σ2
u/〈(∂u/∂x)2〉]1/2 and u is the fluctuating turbulent velocity) well [see figure

1 and associated text of Ref. 58]. Integrating the acceleration obtained from the

model gives the Lagrangian fluid velocity along a fluid particle trajectory.

The Reynolds model is found have non-Gaussian acceleration statistics and is

in remarkable agreement with the experimental data [60]. Again using the velocity

obtained from the model and using equation 4.5, the velocity and acceleration of

the inertial particle along the trajectory can be computed. However the Stokes

number in this case is redefined to be the ratio of the particle response time, τp,

to the Kolmogorov time-scale, τη(≡ ν3/4/〈ε〉1/4).

4.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.5 shows the Lagrangian fluid acceleration pdf obtained using the Vortex

model. (The Lagrangian fluid acceleration is also referred to as acceleration of

fluid particles is this paper. The accelerations obtained from the Vortex model

have two components and their statistics are equal as the flow is symmetrical.

Hence we only plot pdfs and variances for one component of the fluid and inertial

particle acclerations.) The values of the model constants are s = 0.02m and

σΓ = 1.25m2/s. The parameter which corresponds to the integral length scale, L

is varied. As shown, the pdf has stretched exponential tails and as L is increased

the acceleration pdf shows increasing levels of intermittency. The Vortex model

gives us fluid acceleration pdfs which have stretched exponential tails just as in real

turbulent flows and it also contains the correct trend of increase of intermittency

with increasing length scale 9. It should be noted that the Vortex model has been

9Similarly with the model constants as s = 0.02m, L = 0.2m and with σΓ varied
produce similar results (not shown). Again the pdfs show stretched exponential
tails with increasing intermittency as the parameter σΓ is increased.
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Figure 4.5: Variation in parameter L for Vortex Model, probability distribution
function of normalized acceleration for fluid particles. Solid black line, L = 0.1,
T/ts = 25; solid gray line, L = 0.2, T/ts = 100; dashed black line, L = 0.5,
T/ts = 625 and dashed gray line, L = 1.0, T/ts = 2500.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Probability distribution functions for normalized acceleration of
fluid and inertial particles obtained from the Vortex model. Solid line, fluid accel-
eration; circles, St = 0.25; squares, St = 1 and triangles, St = 2.5. (b) Normalized
conditional auto correlations for Vortex Model for fluid particles along inertial par-
ticle trajectories ( St = 1). Solid black line, N = 0; solid dark gray line, N = 1;
solid light gray line, N = 2; dashed black line, N = 4; dashed dark gray line,
N = 6 and dashed light gray line, N = 8.
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created to explore qualitatively the mechanisms of inertial particle interactions

with turbulent like fluid flow. Thus we cannot compare the actual pdf values to

those observed in the experiments. (From here without loss of generality the model

parameters for the Vortex model are s = 0.02m, L = 2.0m and σΓ = 1.25m2/s.)

In figure 4.6a, the normalized fluid and inertial particle acceleration pdfs are

plotted. Again, as seen in real flows, as the Stokes number is increased the pdfs

of the inertial particle show less and less stretched exponential tails. (Only half of

the pdf is plotted for convenience, the pdfs are symmetric about a/〈a2〉1/2 = 0.)

The underlying fluid flow must influence the shape of the inertial particle nor-

malized acceleration pdfs. To illustrate this in figure 4.6b we show the conditioned

Lagrangian acceleration auto-correlation for the fluid (ρa|N (∆t) (≡ 〈a(t)a(t +

∆t)〉/〈a2(t)〉1/2〈a2(t + ∆t)〉1/2 where |a(t)| = N〈a2〉1/2 ) along an inertial parti-

cle trajectory in the Vortex model. As the magnitude of the acceleration increases,

the correlation times decrease causing the inertial particle to have less time to react

to the large magnitude fluid acceleration events. This results in the narrowing of

the tails for the inertial particle acceleration pdfs.

We now turn to the role of clustering and its effect on the inertial particle

accelerations. Several DNS studies of inertial particles [for example, Refs. 56, 5, 9,

10] show that inertial particles in a turbulent flow cluster. Further Chen et al [10],

show, using 2D-DNS and Kinematic Simulations, that the inertial particles not

only cluster in regions of high strain but also spend long times staying clustered

in strain regions which are being advected by the large scales. Inertial particle

clustering which has been observed in real turbulent flows [65] is also seen in our

Vortex model. Figure 4.7 shows the pdf of the normalized position (|x−xi|/(L/2))

of fluid and inertial particles from the nearest vortex center in the Vortex model.
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The fluid particles are distributed almost uniformly, ie., they sample the fluid field

almost evenly 10. On the other hand the inertial particles cluster in regions between

the vortices (|x−xi|/(L/2) ≈ 1). Bec et al. [5] conclude that at low Stokes number

the departure of the inertial particle acceleration from that of the fluid can be

captured purely by taking into account clustering. In other words, the attenuation

of the inertial particle acceleration pdf tails is due to the inertial particles clustering

in regions far from intense acceleration producing vortical regions [32, 33, 8, 45]

where they experience on average fluid accelerations which are relatively low in

magnitude. They measure the Lagrangian fluid acceleration (Du/Dt) along the

inertial particle trajectory and show that this fluid acceleration variance and pdf

are equal to that of low Stokes number inertial particles (see figure 1b and 2b,

[5]). In figure 4.8 we plot the ratio of rms acceleration of the inertial particle to

that of the fluid acceleration as a function of Stokes number for the Vortex model.

As expected the ratio decreases with increasing Stokes number. We also plot the

ratio of rms Lagrangian fluid acceleration along inertial particle trajectories and

rms fluid acceleration as a function of Stokes number. We find that for the Vortex

model the acceleration variances (figure 4.8, circles and squares) are almost the

same for St ≤ 0.5. This is similar to the DNS of Bec et al. [5].

In figure 4.9 we plot the normalized acceleration pdfs for fluid particles, St =

0.25 inertial particle and fluid acceleration along the inertial particle trajectory.

Unlike what was observed by Bec et al. [5] we find that although fluid acceleration

along the inertial particle trajectory has attenuated tails compared to those of fluid

10The slight pileup of the fluid particles near the center is an artifact of the
model. The particles are allowed to escape the array of vortices and no periodicity
is induced in the flow, some particles are found at distance much greater than a/2
from the nearest vortex centers.
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acceleration, it is not the same as that of the inertial particle (compare circles and

squares in figure 4.9 as opposed to figure 2b [5]). Bec et al. [5] argue that filtering

(the variable response of the inertial particles to accelerations with different time-

scales) has no role to play at small Stokes numbers and the departure of inertial

particle acceleration from that of the fluid acceleration can be attributed all to

clustering. From the conditioned Lagrangian acceleration auto-correlation (figure

4.6b) we see a large variation of the time-scales of fluid accelerations of different

magnitudes. Even if the leading order effect on acceleration variance is due to

clustering at small Stokes numbers (note that the variance or rms of the accelera-

tion is governed by the pdf shape near zero acceleration values where there is little

change in correlation times), as we compare the rare but intense events associated

with extreme tails of the acceleration pdf, the variation of acceleration time-scales

becomes significant. It should also be noted that in our Vortex model, fluid ac-

celerations are more intermittent than in real turbulent flows (compare figures 4.1

and 4.6(a) and this may magnify the effect of variation of time-scales. For these

extreme events filtering plays a strong role in determining the response of the in-

ertial particle. Hence even at low Stokes numbers in order to obtain the complete

picture of inertial particle behaviour it is important to examine the time-scales

associated with acceleration events of the underlying fluid flow field.

The extent of contribution of clustering to the shape change of the inertial par-

ticle acceleration pdfs can also be identified by simply forcing the inertial particles

to follow the fluid particles. Note that this is equivalent to generating the fluid

velocity and acceleration along a fluid particle trajectory using model equations

and then subjecting inertial particles to the fluid field as done with the stochastic

simulations of Sawford and Reynolds see discussion below). On forcing the inertial
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particle to follow the fluid particle trajectories, the normalized acceleration pdf of

the inertial particles (figure 4.10a) is found to be considerably different from that

of an inertial particle which samples the fluid field selectively (figure 4.10b). Al-

though it is still less stretched than the fluid particle pdf, the reduction in spread

of the tails of the pdf happens deeper into the tails of the pdf (compare figure 4.6a

and figure 4.10a). (In the figure 4.10a it appears as the pdfs for St = 0.25 and

St = 1.0, inertial particles are coincident to the fluid particles pdfs, there is a slight

deviation which increases if the deep tails of the pdf were to be plotted.) In figure

4.10b we have plotted the conditioned Lagrangian acceleration auto-correlation

for the fluid particle along a fluid particle trajectory, i.e., for the underlying fluid

field sampled by the forced inertial particle. The correlation times decrease with

increasing magnitude of the acceleration but the correlation times as well as shape

of the correlation functions are different from those for the underlying fluid flow

sampled by a free inertial particle (figure 4.6b). In fact, the high acceleration

threshold correlations (for example |a| = 20〈a2〉1/2) clearly shows evidence of the

fluid particle caught in a vortex center as seen in the ringing of the correlation

function. The correlation functions for the fluid particle along an inertial particle

trajectory have longer return times (figure 4.6a, ∆t/ts > 5). One possible cause

for the long correlation times may be the persistence of the inertial particles in

the high strain regions due to large scale advection causing the inertial particles

to remain close to these strain centers [10]. Both from the particle position pdfs

(figure 4.7) as well as several DNS studies [56, 10, 5] we know that the inertial

particles cluster and by turning the selective sampling of the inertial particle off

the acceleration pdfs change dramatically indicating a close relationship between

clustering and inertial particle acceleration pdfs.
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Figure 4.11: Probability distribution function of normalized acceleration for Vortex
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Bec et al. [5] conclude from their measurements that at high Stokes number

(St > 2.5) where clustering plays little to no role [56], filtering dominates the

behaviour of inertial particle acceleration variance and pdfs. They construct a fil-

tered velocity field which filters out fluid velocity fluctuations faster than particle

response time, τp. They differentiate this with time to obtain the filtered accelera-

tion. They observe that rms of filtered acceleration and the rms of inertial particle

acceleration tend towards each other as Stokes number increases (figure 1b, [5]).

They also observe that for their highest Stokes number the normalized pdfs of the

filtered acceleration and inertial particle acceleration is still good. Since the Vor-

tex model (see figure 4.7, note the reduced pileup of inertial particles away from

vortex centers at St = 10.0), we can expect the inertial particles which are forced

to follow fluid particle trajectories and the free inertial particles to have similar

statistics. For the Vortex model the two rms accelerations tend to equalize as we

go to higher stokes numbers (diamonds and squares, figure 4.8). As seen in figure

4.11 at the highest Stokes numbers of St = 10.0 simulated in the Vortex model,

the two pdfs (circles and squares) are not exactly identical but comparable.

Now we compare the results from the Vortex model with the existing La-

grangian acceleration stochastic models. Figure 4.12 summarizes the results using

equations 4.6 and 4.5 (above) for this model. For these computations: R∗ = 104,

σ2
u = 2.0, a0 = 7.84 and T

(∞)
L = 1.0. The ratio of rms values of inertial particle

acceleration to that of the fluid particles decreases with increasing Stokes number

(St), as expected. Varying these parameters over a large range does not change

the results of the pdfs. The normalized acceleration pdf for inertial and fluid par-

ticles (figure 4.12 inset) are standardized Gaussians. Since equations 4.6 and 4.5

can be written as a linear system of stochastic differential equations with constant
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coefficients and the stochastic variables a(t) and u(t) are governed by a Gaussian

distribution, the inertial particle velocity, v(t) and acceleration, ap(t) are also gov-

erned by a Gaussian distribution. Because the acclearation pdfs are all degenerate

Gaussians for the Sawford model, it is clearly not suitable to study the behaviour

of the pdf observed in the experiment (figure 4.1).

The Reynolds model is a stochastic model which has non-Gaussian acceleration

statistics. For this model we use the parameters: Rλ = 250, C0 = 7.0, σ2
u =

0.08m2/s2 and 〈ε〉 = 0.093m2/s3. These values are the same as those of the
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measurement conditions from Ayyalasomayajula et al. [2]. From these and the

relationships described in Section III (equations 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8) we obtain the

values for the other model constants used in the Reynolds model. Figure 4.13 shows

the pdf of the normalized acceleration of fluid and inertial particles (the pdfs are

symmetric about a/〈a2〉1/2 = 0). The tails of the pdf for the inertial particle

are less stretched than that of fluid particle and become narrower with increasing

Stokes number and this is consistent with experiments [Ref. 2, and figure 4.1]and

DNS [5, 9]. (Also, not shown, increasing the Stokes number decreases the ratio of

rms acceleration of inertial particle to that of the fluid particle.)

Figure 4.14 shows the conditioned Lagrangian acceleration auto-correlation,

ρa|N , for the fluid particle (ρa|N (∆t) ≡ 〈a(t)a(t + ∆t)〉/〈a2(t)〉1/2〈a2(t + ∆t)〉1/2

where |a(t)| = N〈a2〉1/2 ). As the figure indicates the correlation times for larger

magnitude accelerations are smaller, resulting in the inertial particle having less

time to react. This results in the inertial particle responding to the acceleration

events of different magnitudes to different degrees. This variable response of the

inertial particle leads to qualitatively different pdf shape for the normalized inertial

acceleration when compared to that of the fluid particle (figure 4.13). It should be

noted that even for a small Stokes number the deviation of the inertial particle ac-

celeration pdf form the fluid acceleration pdf is large compared to that observed by

DNS, we think this is because the Reynolds models does not accurately reproduce

the acceleration time-corrlations present in real turbulent flow.

In summary the Reynolds model shows that the reduction in the width of that

tails of the inertial particle normalized acceleration pdf when compared to that

of a fluid particle is due to the reduction of the correlation times of the fluid ac-

celeration as the magnitude of acceleration increases.The Reynolds model predicts
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attenuation of tails of the inertial particle acceleration pdfs which are higher than

observed in DNS and experiment and this is due to the incorrect description of ac-

celeration correlation times present in the model. The Reynolds model also misses

an important phenomenon. In these simulations the inertial particle dynamics are

simulated by means of stochastic equations: the fluid velocity and acceleration

along an inertial particle trajectory are prescribed by the model. These models do

not have the provision for the inertial particle to move through the flow field choos-

ing its own trajectory based upon its own inertia as the models do not provide any

spatial information. Although as we observe at higher Stokes numbers clustering

plays little to no role in determining inertial particle accelerations (also Bec et

al. [5]), it becomes more accurate to use the stochastic models to model inertial

particle behaviour as long as these models have the right behaviour of conditional

Lagrnagian acceleration correlations.

4.5 Conclusions

We have examined the recent results of the inertial particle acceleration pdfs of

Ayyalasomayajula et al. [2] and Bec et al. [5] using various models. Both the

Reynolds and the Vortex model show that the shape change of the normalized in-

ertial particle Lagrangian acceleration pdfs is due to the variation of the correlation

times of the fluid acceleration with its magnitude. Larger magnitude acceleration

events have smaller correlation times resulting in the inertial particle not having

sufficient time to catch up to the large magnitude of fluid acceleration and this

results in variable response of the inertial particle and hence the change in the pdf

shape.

The Vortex model has been designed to specifically examine the influence of
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inertial particle clustering. Forcing the inertial particle to follow the fluid particle

(as done in the stochastic models), negates the effect of inertial particle cluster-

ing. Although these pdfs have narrower tails when compared to fluid acceleration

pdfs, the attenuation starts deeper in the tails. The Vortex model shows that

clustering is an additional factor that needs to be taken into account in describing

the acceleration pdfs. Additionally, we have shown that in the Vortex model the

large magnitude fluid particles acceleration events show signatures of intense vor-

tical motions where as the inertial particle selectively samples the flow and tends

to spend statistically more time in regions which have more strain like fluid flow

structure.

Like Bec et al. [5] we find that at small stokes numbers the acceleration variance

of inertial particles can be captured by computing the acceleration variance of

fluid along the trajectories of the inertial particle alone implying the dominant

role of clustering in this regime. But contrary to their conclusion of the identical

normalized pdfs for these two quantities we find that in the Vortex model the

pdfs though similar still show significant differences. This departure is due to

the large differences in the acceleration correlation times as the acceleration events

magnitude changes. We also conclude that the conditional acceleration correlations

times govern the behaviour of the inertial particle accelerations and to build models

which predict inertial particle statistics correctly it is important to match these

correlations with the real turbulent flow.

The Vortex model has been found useful in qualitatively elucidating the physics

of inertial particle dynamics in turbulent like flows. The effect of gravity can

be easily added to the model to investigate the problem of the inertial particles

settling and collision enhancement due to gravitation. Other phenomena such as
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radial distribution functions (RDF) and modification of these RDFs due to poly

disperse inertial particles, two and three particle separation problem can also be

investigated.
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